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Introduction 

Between the 13th and 16th centuries large polities with Tai (Dai) rulers 
emerged in the vast area which covers Southern Yunnan, the Shan States of 
Myanmar (Burma), Northern Thailand and Northern Laos. This polyethnic re
gion has been named the Tai Cultural Area by Shintani Tadahiko *fr~,~,~ be
cause of the predominant position of Tai language and culture. 1) By using the 
Salween river as a natural border we can divide the major Tai polities that 
emerged here during this period into two main groups; Lanna, Khemarattha 
(Ceng Tung), Sipsong Pannna and Lansang to the east of the Salween, and 
Mang Mao, Mang Yang and Hsienwi (Mubang *!~) situated to its' west. 

The sudden rise to political prominence by Tai peoples in the 13th cen
turies has been hailed as a major turning point in the history of Mainland 
Southeast Asia, but so far no convincing argument has been advanced to ex
plain this phenomenon. Since Tai rulers embraced Buddhist concepts of king
ship, scholars often invoke Theravada Buddhism, but we have no concrete evi
dence to demonstrate that the introduction of a new religion acted as the 
principle motive for the foundation of these new polities, nor can we be sure 
that it formed the basis of political and social life in them from their inception 
in the 13th century. For instance, The Chiang Mai Chronicle, leaves the reader with 
a vivid impression of King Mangrai (1239-1317), the founder of Lanna, as an 
ambitious down-to-earth ruler who expended most of his energy scheming the 
conquest of the Mon Kingdom of Hariphuiijaya (Lamphun) in the upper Menam 
valley, constructing walled cities and laying the material foundations of his king
dom. Though the chronicle mentions the construction of Buddhist temples by 
King Mangrai, it certainly does not portray Buddhism as the main driving force 
behind his polity building activities.2) 

The main issue then is how did Tai rulers establish their polities in the 13th 
century? In an earlier article written in Japanese I tried to explain the rise of Tai 
polities between the 13th and 16th centuries by looking at changes in their ma-
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terial culture. 3) I argued that changes in material culture played a great role in 
the early polity building of the Tai. The older sort of material culture bore a 
striking resemblance to that of the surrounding areas. The consumption of rice, 
the construction of houses on poles, betel chewing, toddy or palm wine drink
ing readily bring to mind a connection with Southeast Asia. At the same time, 
we can ascertain the prevalence of a whole host of features that are considered 
characteristic of the broad-leaf evergreen forest belt which lies to the north in 
South-west China and extends from Nepal and Assam in the West through to 
Japan in the east. The principle features include the cultivation by swidden 
agriculture of cereals like the different kinds of millets and sorghums, buck
wheat (Fagopyrum esculentum), job's tears (Coix Lacrymajobi), Hato-mugi (Coix Ma
yuen) as well as dry rice, the fermenting of soybeans and tea leaves for consump
tion, brewing with malt yeasts and the application of latex tapped from species 
of the lacquer tree and related genera to make lacquerware utensils. All ethnic 
groups dwelling in the Tai Cultural Area originally shared the older material 
culture, but in order to build new polities Tai rulers actively sought skills and 
technology from the outside world. The new material culture they created set 
the Tai apart from the other ethnic groups, and it aided them in expanding 
their political control over them. The erection of Buddhist temples and pago
das became an important part of the cultural programme of Tai rulers in later 
periods, but that was not the case in the 13th century. 

Here I provide a greatly revised and expanded English version of this argu
ment that incorporates many new sources which throw light on the 13th and 14th 
century period. These two centuries are crucial for understanding the nature of 
pre-Buddhist Tai polities, and provide a basis for making comparisons with the 
15th and 16th centuries when Theravada Buddhism had been adopted as reli
gion of state. In order to clarify the situation in the 13th and 14th centuries I 
first examine the ethnic composition of the Tai Cultural Area, then trace the 
history of Mon-Khmer power bases in South-west Yunnan before showing how 
pre-Buddhist Tai language and culture spread out among other ethnic groups 
by the late 14th century. After demonstrating the time lag in the adoption of 
Theravada Buddhism as religion of state between the areas east and west of the 
Salween river, I employ the concept of technology transfer to show how the ac
quisition of a new material culture played an important role in the foundation 
and subsequent management of Tai polities. Unfortunately, shortage of space 
has forced me to leave out the detailed account of the older material culture 
and agricultural technology contained in the originaljapanese version. 

Finally a word on the historical sources. Most of the source materials written 
in Tai languages date from the post 18th century period at the earliest. Many 
of the Tai polities have undergone much social and political turmoil since the 
Burmese conquest of the mid-16th century, and suffered enroachment on their 
territories by Chinese, Burmese, Siamese ever since, as well as having had to 
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contend with British and French colonial powers in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

The political situation of the age in which the chronicles were compiled has obvi

ously influenced the nature of their contents. Apart from inscriptions, the only 

contemporary records, that is those actually written between the 13th and 16th 

centuries, appear in Chinese sources. Though Chinese sources contain ideolog

ical biases in their treatment of the relationship between non-Han polities and 

the Chinese emperor, 4) the wealth of detail on the ethnic, social and political 

conditions in the Tai Cultural Area make them invaluable for studying the 13th 

to 16th century period. In this article I have tried to make as much use as possi

ble of Chinese sources that were actually written and compiled between the 

13th and 16th centuries, and deliberately eschewed post 17th century sources 

such as the Ming Shi E}j §e. (The Official History of the Ming), the final compila

tion of which ended in 17 35. Two sources deserve special mention. The first, 

called the Baiyi Zhuan Ef ~1$ (An Account of the Baiyi [Hundred Barbarians]), 

was written in 1396 by two envoys, Li Sicong $,'[~U!@, and Qj.an Guxun it~iJII, 
who the Ming court dispatched to the powerful Tai polity of Mang Maw 3E) 11 ZfS

fmi '§ ~t 1f Pl and the country of the Mian fmi ii (Myanmar). 5) The second is the 

Xinan Yi Fengtuji [!:f"f¥f~il.±i2. (An Account of the Natural Conditions and Social 

Customs of the South-western Barbarians), probably written by an unknown au

thor who accompanied the Chinese punitive expedition to Ava to subdue King 

Nan-da-bayin 1HiHl (reigned 1581-1599) of the Toungoo dynasty between 1583-

84.6) Both of these are valuable because they are firsthand accounts written at 

an interval of approximately two hundred years which allows us to follow shifts 

over time. 

( 1) Ethnic Composition 

Today the Tai Cultural Area is peopled by a great variety of ethnic groups 

speaking Thai/Tai, Mon-Khmer and Tibeto-Burman languages. Our informa

tion on the distribution of ethnic groups here during the 19th and 20th cen

turies principally derives from reports by colonial administrators and field work 

conducted by anthropologists, as well as from the ethnic classification of minor

ity peoples conducted by the government of the Peoples Republic of China. 

Despite all of -their shortcomings, and however inaccurate they may be, these 

classifications do give us an approximate idea of the number of ethnic groups 

present and the language families to which they belong. 7) But when we set out 

to examine their past histories we immediately run into difficulty because mod

ern classifications do not always agree with the realities of cultural identity in 

the past. Ethnic groups are not fixed entities with boundaries that stand still in 

time; their culture is dynamic and has undergone significant change throughout 

history. Active response to influence and pressure from outside has frequently 

caused shifts in intra-and inter-ethnic boundaries. Ethnic groups have continu-
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ally had to accommodate themselves to modifications to the ecological, politi
cal and social environments in which they live. 

In this section, I shall try to clarify which ethnic groups dwelt in the region 
between the 13th and 16th centuries using contemporary Chinese historical 
sources. Given the nature of the source material, identification is only possible 
at the linguistic level, and by relating the historical data to the Chinese classifi
cation of minority peoples mentioned above. Despite the reservations ex
pressed by Leach nearly fifty years ago concerning the validity of taking lan
guage as a criteria for "tribes" or "races" in this region, 8) the truth of the matter 
is that today we still do not possess a viable alternative to the linguistically-de
rived concepts of tribe and tribal culture for ethnic classification. Also, the re
cent Chinese system is a useful referent for sorting out ethnic groups in post-
13th century literary sources because Chinese scholars took historical data into 
consideration when designating minorities. Therefore in trying to distinguish 
between ethnic groups I am merely aiming to arrange them into language families 
in order to provide the historian with a guideline with which to understand the 
ethnic composition of the Tai Cultural Area in the past. Proposed correspon
dences with present day ethnic group naming can only be approximate, and in 
no way imply a strict uniformity in language and culture, or an unchanged con
tinuity of ethnic identity from the past to the present. 

(i) Main Ethnic Groups in the 13th to 16th Century Period 

Due to their preeminent position as the rulers of polities Chinese sources 
regularly mention Tai ethnic groups, so let us begin with this group. 

Between the 13th and 20th centuries, the Chinese referred to the Tai eth
nic groups by a variety of names, many of them containing the derogatory char
acter yi ~ meaning barbarian or more simply non-Han Chinese.9) Those that 
appeared frequently in literary records included baiyi B~(hundred barbarians), 
baiyi EI:tz (white clothes), baiyi El~ (white barbarian) andjinchi man~~~ (gold
en teeth barbarians). 10) But between the late 14th century and about 1573, most 
writers only employed baiyi (hundred barbarians). The singular use of this 
term must be related to the way contemporary Chinese comprehended the Tai. 
In order to ascertain exactly what baiyi (hundred barbarians) meant to them let 
us look at how the Baiyi Zhuan of 1396 defined this term: 11 ) 

Baiyi (Hundred barbarians) is located several thousand li to the south
west of Yunnan and its area extends for 10,000 li. Jingdong lies to its east, 
the Indian Gula lies to its west, and Babai Xifu [Lanna] lies to its south, 
and Tufan [Tibet] lies to its north. To its south-east is Cheli [Sipsong 
Panna], to its south-west is the country of Mian [Myanmar], to its north-east 
is Ailao (the Jinchi Guard of the present day), and to its north-west lies the 
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Xifan and the Huihe [Uighurs]. The people include those named the Greater 
Baiyi [Greater hundred barbarians], the Lesser Baiyi [Lesser Hundred bar

barians], the Piaoren [Pyu], the Gula [Wa], the Hala [Wa], the Mianren 

[Burmans], the Jiexie Uingpo], the Hadu [Wa], the Nuren [Nu], the Puman 
[Plang/ De'ang], the Achang and so forth. This is the reason that it is called 

the Baiyi [Hundred barbarians]. 

s~tt~mwmR+£.~~~•£. ~-tt~•.w~~~tt~@.As~~ 
tt~m. o±:ffl:tt~~t. **~U]f[£, wm~1Hmffi, •~t~UR$ (4-z1t~1IHtt), 
@~t~IJ@:ffi:, @Hz:. 1~~7:B~. 1J,s~, iJA, ~~nJ, ~ff!-FIJ, *miA, *-sJ!t., 
~~.~A.MW,~~~~. ~Ba~. 

Jiang Yingliang has pointed out that Baiyi [Hundred barbarians] as it appears in 
this passage can be construed to have three meanings; first as the name of a ge

ographical area, second as the general appellation for all the ethnic groups re

siding there, and third as the designation of a single ethnic group (minzu .§:15*)
While acknowledging the veracity of the first two interpretations, Jiang asserts 

that it is in the third sense of specifically referring to the Tai that the word Baiyi 
[Hundred barbarians] is used most frequently in the Baiyi Zhuan. Thus Jiang 
identifies the Greater Baiyi [Greater Hundred barbarians] and the Lesser Baiyi 

[Lesser Hundred barbarians] as belonging to the Tai ethnic group whose distri
bution extended from Yunnan to the Shan states in Burma and to the Lanna 

polity in northern Thailand. 12) Most scholars agree that the term Baiyi served as 
a general appellation for referring to all the ethnic groups bearing the autonym 

Tai, and we have no reason to doubt this interpretation. 
To get a general idea of what other ethnic groups occupied the Tai Cultural 

Area between the 13th and 16th centuries I have collected data concerning them 

from three contemporary sources. The three sources, the Yuan Shi jc§/:_ (1369), 

the Baiyi Zhuan (1396) and the Xinan Yi Fengtuji (1584), recorded the names of 
ethnic groups as known to the Chinese at three different points of time over a 
period of two hundred years. In Table 1, I have assembled their names and 

equated them with present day ethnic groups which have been arranged ac
cording to language family groups. This indicates the ethnic groups dwelling in 
the Area, and allows us to see shifts in ethnic composition. 

The main conclusions that we can draw from this table may be summa

rized as follows; 
( 1) Tai, Mon-Khmer and Tibeto-Burman language speakers resided in the Area 

between the 14th and 16th centuries. 
(2) Regards the Tai, apart from the Khi.in none of the names in the sources can 
be accurately identified with 20th century sub-groups. 
(3) The Mon-Khmer speakers identifiable for the entire period included the an

cestors of the Wa {JU*, Plang ;;ffij]=J1J*, De'ang {fl/'Jjj* (Palaung) and Mon. 
( 4) The Tibeto-Burman speakers present for the whole two hundred years en-
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Table 1 Names of Ethnic Groups in the Tai Cultural Area from Chinese Sources, 14th 
to 16th Centuries 

Macro-
Present Ethnic 

Date of Appearance 
Family of Designation CD Term in Historical Sources@ of Term 

Languages 1369® 1396© 1584® 
Dai 1l:1Jl Jinchiman i:"@lt Yes No No 
Dai 1l:1Jl Baiyi [White Barbarians] Yes No No 

El:R 
Dai 1t1Jl Baiyi [Hundred Barbarians] No Yes Yes 

a~ 
Tai 

Dai {Ul Da Baiyi [ Greater Hundred No Yes No 
Barbarians] 7(8~ 

Dai 1l:1Jl Xiao Baiyi [Lesser Hundred No Yes No 
Barbarians] 1J~ B~ 

Dai 1l:1Jl Ji~® Yes No No 
Dai 1l:1Jl Boren ~A No No Yes 
Khun Menggenzi ~N-=fCD No No Yes 

Wa 1li1Jl Gula ~*U No Yes Yes 
Wa 1i1Jl Hala Pff*IJ No Yes Yes 
Wa 1i1Jl Hadu Pfft± No Yes No 
Plang (Bulang) Puman Tiff It® No Yes No 
:;ffiNJUl 

Mon-Khmer Plang (Bulang) Puren Tiff A No Yes Yes 
:;ffiNJJ1Jl 
De'ang 1lf/'J1Jl Puman Tiff It No Yes No 
De'ang :f:ef/'J1Jl Puren Tiff A No Yes Yes 
Mon Deleng ff ti No Yes No 
Mon Delingzi ff li-=f No No Yes 

Achang ~aJ § nl Echang~§ Yes No No 
Achang ~aJ § 1Jl Achang~aJ § No Yes Yes 
Jingpo ~Jj]1Jl Jiexie *a® No Yes No 
Jingpo ~Jj]1Jl Jiezi *a~ No Yes No 
Jingpo ~Jj]1Jl Zhexiezi illK®-=f No No Yes 
Jingpo ~Jj]1Jl Andulu ~$:!- No No Yes 

Tibeto 
Jingpo ~Jj]1Jl Chifayeren ~~ ff A No No Yes 

Burman 
Nu f~1Jl Nuren ~A No Yes No 
Nu f~1Jl Nuren f~A No Yes No 
Burman Mianren *®A® Yes Yes No 
Burman Laomian ~*® No No Yes 
Pyu Piao.~ Yes No No 
Pyu Piaoren i~ A® No Yes No 
Pyu Piaoren IUA No No Yes 
Pisu Bisu .ttfi© Yes No No 
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Macro-
Present Ethnic 

Date of Appearance 
Family of Designation CD Term in Historical Sources@ of Term 

Languages 1359@ 1395© 1584® 

Unclassified Baizu Bn* Bo~ Yes No No 

Unidentified Quluob~Ui@ Yes No No 
Unknown Unidentified DunutHl No No Yes 

Unidentified Niudala No No Yes 
1tUiiwu No No Yes 

CD Present ethnic designations generally follow the classification system of minority nationalities 
(shaoshu minzu 9''llRn*) in the Peoples Republic of China, but in some cases I use ethno-lin
guisitic and ethno-historical terms. 

@ Unless otherwise noted the identification of terms in historical sources is based on the follow
ing works; Jiang Yingliang ff 1,1 ff Ed., Zhongguo Minzu Shi l=P ii RD* Ee. (A History of China's 
Minority Nationalities), Minzu Chubanshe, 1990, Vol. 2, pp. 84-92, WazuJianshi Bianxiezu 
{Ji/;* ffiEe.KilUJl., Wazujianshi {Ii.a* M!se. (Brief History of the Wa Nationality), Kunming, 
YunnanJiaoyu Chubanshe, 1985, pp. 23-25, and De'ang ZuJianshi Bianxiezu f!fr.in*ffi!se.Ki 
jUJl., De'ang ZuJianshi {~fr.in*M!ie. (Brief History of the De'ang Nationality), Kunming, Yunnan 

Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 1985, pp. 17-19. 
® 1369: Yuan Shi JG Ee. (The Official History of the Yuan Dynasty), Beijing, Zhonghua Shuju, 

1976, p. 1482 .. 
@) 1396: Baiyi Zhuan B ~ 1$ (Account of the Baiyi [Hundred Barbarians]). Textual references 

to the annotated edition by Jiang Yingliang, Baiyi Zhuanjiaozhu B~1Jtx:i1: (The Edited and 
Annotated Version of the Account of the Baiyi [Hundred Barbarians]), Kunming, Yunnan 
Renmin Chubanshe, 1980, p. 42, pp. 99-105 & p. 125. 

® 1584: Xinan Yi Fengtuji E§" f=R ~ ~ ± !2. (An Account of the Natural Conditions and Social 
Customs of the South-western Barbarians). Textual references to the edition in Zhu 
Mengzhen *~1.11, Zhu Bingqi Werefi **~)(~ (The Collected Works of Zhu Bingqi),Juan 
14, Youhuan Yutan jQf][~B~-

@ The De'ang ZuJianshi, p. 17 equates ji with xuan ~ and identifies it as Tai. The term xuan 
may suggest some affinity with Siam, or perhaps Sukhothai. But this identification is prob
lematic because the term ji does not appear in Ming sources, and Jiang Yingliang Ed. 
Zhongguo Minzu Shi, Vol. 2, pp. 84-92 does not mention it as an appellation for the Tai. 

(J) Menggenzi was probably a transliteration of Mang Khiin, or Khemaraq:ha in Kengtung, east 
of the Salween in the Shan States in Northern Burma. In Chinese it was called Menggen 
Prefecture ~ N I#, and according to the Ming Shi SA Ee. (The Official History of the Ming), 
Juan 313, (Beijing, Zhonghua Shuju, 1974), p. 8081, it was established in 1405 (Yongle 71<~3). 

® According to Jiang Yingliang Ed., Zhongguo Minzu Shi, Vol. 2, p. 91 the terms Puman and 
Puren were general appellations for an ethnic group that included both the Plang and the 
De'ang. 

® The term mianren appears in the Yuanshi, Juan 210, pp. 4655-4660. Mianren may have referred 
to the Mons and even Shans as well as the Burmans for the Tianqi :K~ period (1622-1627) 
Dian Zhi i'lf;=t- (Gazetteer of Yunnan),Juan 30 (Kunming, YunnanJiaoyu Chubanshe, 1991, p. 
1001) wrote: "There are several types of mianren, one called laomian (Burman), one called 
Delengzi (Mon), one called Awa (Shan ? Burman ?); those like Mengbie, Yonghui, Pugan, 
Dongwu and Baigu are all of this type, generally speaking each gets its name from its territo-
ry." *®A, ~IHI, B:f:*ffii, B1ltnr, miiJE, ~03UIJ, ~-@", ifift ijjij-g-, fflii"~ 
:Jt,l, jdJ.\:%.1:J:Jt±!hfliS. This passage also appears in Xie Zhaozhe i!t~itIJ Dian Liie ii~ 
(An Account of Yunnan), juan 9, p. 20a and in Gu Y anwu ,lfiji~~ Tianxia]unguo Libingshu :K 
r :li~ ii flj ffl ~ (Strengths and Weaknesses of the Various Regions of the Realm) of 1662, 23 
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ce ffl (Reprint, Kyoto: Chubun Shuppansha, 1975, p. 1515) 

® The WazuJianshi Bianxiezu, Wazujianshi, p. 24, identifies the piaoren i~ A as an ethnic group 

belonging to the De'ang, but provides no evidence for this theory. 

@ At present the only known speakers of Pisu are small populations that live in Phongxaly 

province in Laos and in Chiang Rai and Phayao counties in northern Thailand. For the au

tonym Pisu see Thongpeth Kingsada and Ryuichi Kosaka, "Pisu (Lao-Phai)". The De'ang Zu 

Jianshi Bianxiezu, De'ang Zujianshi, p. 18 identifies Bisu .tti;f as members of the Lisu {l{J1Jt 
ethnic group, but provides no corroborative evidence whatsoever. Though we have no liter

ary references either to the Pisu or Lisu in the Tai Cultural Area between the 13th and 16th 

centuries, I tentatively identify Bisu as Pisu because of the proximity of the initial conso

nants, but this is only an hypothesis. 
@ The De'ang ZuJianshi Bianxiezu, De'ang Zujianshi, p. 18 suggests the possiblity of Quluo be

longing to thejinuo nationality £l£1Jt, but provides no other explanation. 

compassed the ancestors of the Jingpo ~ffeJlvt (Kachin) and Achang ~iiJ §§. 

(5) Among Tibeto-Burman speakers, two ethnic groups, the Nu and the Pisu 

vanished from the historical record between the 14th and 16th centuries. We 

can assume that the Nu were the ancestors of the minority of the same name 

who dwell in South-west Yunnan today. Their disappearance, however, was on

ly temporary for the Dian Zhi UM:=!': Gazetteer of Yunnan) written during the 

Tianqi :K f} (1621-1627) reign period described them as residing in Lijiang m: 
rI. 13) But the Pisu, an ethnic group who speak a Phunoi language belonging to 

the Lolo-Burmese group, are only found in Phongxaly province in Laos today. 

A record of them for 1369 may indicate that they resided in south-west Yunnan 

or northern Burma during the 14th century. 

(6) The absence of any term corresponding to Yao ~, Miao ffi, Hani OEi' YE 
(Akha, Goh), Lahu 1ft tti (Muser) and Lisu {l{f speakers corroborates the cur

rent theory that these ethnic groups migrated to the Tai Cultural Area in the 

post-17th century period. 
(7) If the identification of the Chinese terms piaoren (i~ A, Jlj A) with the Pyu 

of Burma is correct, then we may conclude that the Pyu still survived as a dis

tinguishable ethnic group until the late 16th century. 14) 

Though the general pattern of ethnic composition according to language 

groups resembles that of the present, (4), (5) and (6) demonstrates that the 

greatest shifts occurred amongst the Sino-Tibetan speakers. Yao and Miao lan

guage speakers, who were previously unknown to the Area, as well as new eth

nic peoples belonging to the Sino-Tibetan group, all arrived in the post-17th 

century period. 

(ii) The political Power of Mon-Khmer Ethnic Groups 

The Tai remained the dominant ethnic group until the late 19th and 20th 

centuries when the Siamese, Chinese and Burmese governments disempowered 

and eliminated independent and subordinate polities in the Tai Cultural Area. 
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In their capacity as rulers of polities, the Tai exercised political control over 
many of the Mon-Khmer and Tibeto-Burmans speaking groups. This fact of re
cent history has influenced the way scholars conceive of the formation of post 
13th century polities. Though linguists generally assert that Mon-Khmer speak
ers were settled here before the arrival of Tai and Tibeto-Burman speakers, his
torians have largely ignored the upland Mon-Khmer animists, regarding their 
ancestors as incapable of ever having played any significant part in the founda
tion of polities. Taking Buddhism as a mark of civilisation, they have focused 
on the lowland Tai as the sole ethnic group capable of promoting higher levels 
of political and social organisation. 15 ) But in recent years scholars in Thailand 
have criticized this concept. They have cited archaeological as well as ethno
graphic and documentary evidence from the post-l 7th century period to 
demonstrate that the Lawa (Lwa, Lua, Wa), a Mon-Khmer ethnic group speak
ing a Wa language, played a role in the establishment of the Lanna polity. Hi) 

Evidence marshalled so far shows that four walled cities constructed by the 
Lawa predated the rise of Lanna. The first, Wiang Sii Tuang, was situated north 
of Doi Tung, near Maesai in Chiang Rai province, while the other three, 
Chetaburi (Wiang Chet Lin), Wiang Suan Dok, and Wiang Nopburi, were con
centrated around the foot of Doi Suthep in Chiang Mai city. Aroonrut 
Wichienkeeo has drawn attention to the fact that the Tai Yuan, the Tai ethnic 
group who are credited with the founding of the Lanna polity, continued to per
form Lawa rituals, such as those associated with Sao Inthakhin, Indra's pillar, 
after the fall of these cities. 17) All of these findings indicate that Lawa polities 
existed prior to the rise of the Tai Yuan, and that they were connected in some 
way with the formation of Lanna. After all, the Chiang Mai Chronicle positions 
King Mangrai, the founder of Chiang Mai, as twenty-fifth in the royal lineage of 
King Lawacangkarat, who some have suggested may have been a Lawa 
monarch. 18) 

A similar, but more violent, relationship between the Lawa and the Tai can 
be discerned in the establishment of the Khlin polity of Kemaragha in the 
Ceng Tung (Kengtung) basin, east of the Salween river in the Shan states. Sao 
Saimong Mangrai summarizing data assembled from various historical 
Chronicles states that the Khlin, a Tai speaking ethnic group, conquered the in
digenous Lawa who fled from the Ceng Tung Basin in the direction of the pre
sent day Wa States. But he notes that some descendants of the defeated Lawa 
now reside in the two villages of Baan Sai and Baan Kham in the hills of the 
basin. 19) After the conquest, the Lawa continued to participate in ceremonies 
related with Khiin royalty. The jengtung State Chronicle records that the first 
Khiin ruler of Kemaragha erected a palace on the site where the house of the 
former Lawa leader had stood, but before ascending the throne he invited the 
Lawa from the two villages to the palace, and then had them chased away while 
they were dining on the "gem-studded throne". This ceremony was last per-
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formed at the coronation of the Chaofa in 1897.20) In symbolically re-enacting 
the conquest the Khiln probably aimed to assert their legitimacy to rule former 
Lawa territory. 

Mon-Khmer Polities in South-west Yurman before the Ming 
Chinese scholars maintain that Mon-Khmer speakers were indigenous to 

South and South-west Yunnan, and they have singled out the Wa, Plang and 
De'ang (Palaung) ethnic groups as the earliest inhabitants of the Yunnan/ 
Burmese border region. 21 ) They have drawn attention to the relics of the Palace 
of a De'ang Queen, a De'ang walled city, and a De'ang paved road as well as 
pottery and bricks in Longchuan county ~ilUI I W,;f-, Dehong Dai:Jingpo Autonomous 
Prefecture {f 'ii {I 15* ~ ffe] 15* § d1 'l'i'I . However, this claim is problematic because 
the main evidence for identifying these relics and objects as belonging to the 
De'ang derives from the oral tradition of local Tai and Jingpo groups who ar
rived later than the De'ang.22) Nevertheless we must still pose the question, can 
we discern a similar pattern of Mon-Khmer speakers wielding political power 
west of the Salween in the same way as the Lawa did? The answer is that, as yet 
we have no proof of links between them and with the formation of Tai polities 
here as has been suggested for northern Thailand, but firm and reliable evi
dence for the existence of Mon-Khmer polities can be marshalled. 

25° 

Historical sources from the 13th to 16th centuries reveal clusters of Mon-

Map of Main Chinese Administrative Division of Tai and 
Mon-Khmer Ethnic Groups in South-west Yunnan, 13th to 
14th Centuries. (Based on Tan Q!.xiang Ed., Zhongguo Lishi 
Dituji, Vol. 7, pp. 25-26) 

26° 
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Khmer power bases scattered over a wide area covering the present-day 
Baoshan 1:~ LlJ W.j, Shidian ntJi 1a] W.j and Fengqing I\,• W.j counties in South-west 
Yunnan. Recorded in the sources by the terms, Pu rt, Puren rt A or Puman rt 
If, these ethnic groups have been identified as the ancestors of the De'ang or 
Plang by Chinese scholars (see Table 1 ). Below for convenience sake some
times I shall refer to them simply as Mon-Khmer speakers. 

The largest and most powerful Mon-Khmer polity was located in the south 
of Fengqing county. The Chinese transcribed the indigenous name for the terri
tory of these Mon Khmers as Qingdian • 1aJ, and after the submission of their 
leader to Chinese suzerainty, the Yuan and the Ming dynasties incorporated it 
into the imperial administrative system as Shunning Prefecture. The Huanyu 
Tongzhi ;:*~~ (The Comprehensive Gazetteer of the Whole World) of 1456, 
categorically stated;23) 

The barbarian name is Qingdian. It is the territory where the Puman 
live. Since the Han and Tang [they] have not communicated with China, 
and relying on the dangerous and difficult terrain even the Meng clan 
[N anzhao] and Duan clan [Dali Kingdom] with all their might were not 
able to bring [them] under sway. They acquiesced to soothing and instruc
tions (fuyu) for the first time during the Taiding reign period [1324 to 1327] 
of the Yuan, and Shunning Prefecture was established later. 
-~•1aJ. ~Mlf~@~~- ~. ~~~~~~~. ~~-~. HM~. ~~ 
~~. ~~~~- ~~~oo~~*~· ~~~~m. 

This passage clearly shows that the Qingdian Mon-Khmer speakers boasted a 
long history of freedom from outside interference, whether it be from the 
N anzhao and the Dali Kingdoms, or from successive Chinese dynasties. 
Qj.ngdian Mon-Khmers enjoyed a reputation for being fiercely independent, 
and they continued to administer their own affairs until the late 16th century, 
as we shall see later. 

Exactly when did the Qj.ngdian Mon-Khmers submit to the Yuan?. The 
Yuan Shi, Juan 30 gave the name of the Qj.ngdian Mon-Khmer leader as Ani ~iJJ" 1{[\, 
and the entry for the shinmao $.IJP day, eleventh lunar month of the fourth 
year of Taiding (1327/28) recorded, "The Puman of Yunnan came to submit, 
and [the Yuan] established Shunning Prefecture, Baotong Sub-Prefecture and 
Qingdian County ~l¥fftlf 3!(~ft, ~Ji[J~m, Jf ~1'1-1, •1aJ W.*."24) Then they pre
sented tribute to the Yuan on the bing shen ~ $ day in the second lunar month 
of 1330 (Zhishun 1st year ~Jll&l).25) This marked the first stage in the incorpora
tion of the Qj.ngdian Mon-Khmers into the Yuan administrative system for con
trolling the South-western frontier. 

During the 1380s five Mon-Khmer leaders offered allegiance to the Ming 
dynasty (see Table 2), and before considering them I should like to review the 
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data we have for Mon-Khmer polities in the preceding period. Three sources 

from the Yuan provide information that may aid us in thinking about the na

ture of these Mon-Khmer polities, so I should like to examine each of them in 

turn. 
The first source hints at the material basis of political power in their society. 

The Zhaobu Zonglu tiHmr-.Ul (General Record of the Pacified and Captured) of 

thejingshi Dodian *I-tlt::k~ (The Great Compendium of Statecraft) of 1332 record

ed the following event in the entry for the twenty-fourth year of the Zhiyuan ~ 

TC reign period ( 1287);26) 

Also, the Puren from Linchang, Ali, Alingshu Alang and Amengzi 

Xionghei, were all pacified by the Branch Secretariat. Ali undertook to 

submit a levy of six hundred iron hoes and three hundred pieces of 

xionghei cloth each year. 

X#~~AMR, M~~MM&M•~am, *~fi~mm. MR~*~~
iJIJJAa, itm:;fiJ.=:a!2f. 

Though I cannot identify the location of Linchang :tt :l:i, we can conclude that 

for Ali to be able to supply 600 hoes and 300 pieces of cloth annually to the 

Yuan dynasty authorities at Yongchang Prefecture 71( § F(f (present day Baoshan 

1¥ LU Wj ), he must have had control over metalwork and blacksmithing opera

tions, as well as commanding a population large enough to produce a regular 

surplus of cloth. This situation ·sounds similar to that at Doi Tung near Maesai 

in Northern Thailand where a Lawa leader possessed 500 hoes and rented 

them out.27) The political authority of early Mon-Khmer leaders may have been 

intimately linked with power over metalwork technology. 

The second source portrays Mon-Khmer speakers as perpetuators of vio

lence and as aggressors in conflict on the frontier. The Zhaobu Zonglu of the 

Jingshi Dadian gives the following snippet;.28) 

The Pu bandits of Nanwo in Yongchang, A Duzhong, A Gen and oth

ers revolted in the fifth year of the Yanyou reign period (1318), burning 

and plundering the common people, killing Garrison Commanders and 

seizing horses belonging to the courier service" 

wU~n~, 71<§, 1¥J~fmlft~iiJW*~iiJN~1t;L, il!Pa~i, ~iU~, lUf,~. 

These rebels undoubtedly belonged to the Puman ethnic group for the Yuan 

Shi, Juan 26 also mentioned persistent banditry behaviour by the "Yongchang 

Puman Abala and others 71( § nil~ ~iiJ J\*lj ~" in an entry for the second lunar 

month of 1319 (Yanyou :@;ff~ 6).29) The Zhaobu Zonglu recorded that after Yuan 

troops quelled the uprising in the fifth lunar month of 1319, "Gukedian, 

Youdian, Qj.ngdian and others all surrendered 1MiiJ1aJ, ff~1aJ, Jt1aJ~*~l", indi-
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eating that all of these places were Puman strongholds. 
The third source demonstrates the ability of the Qj.ngdian Mon-Khmers to 

engage in larger scale military action. The section entitled Yunnan in the 
Zhaobu Zonglu described the following event that occurred in the second year of 
the Zhizhi £it reign period (1322/23);30) 

In the twelfth lunar month Guoshengzong, the leader (huotou), of 
Luoluo Mocha in Lanshenchang in Menghua Sub-Prefecture, allied with 
Anitong, the Pu leader (huotou) of Qingdian, raised a Pu army of 2,500 and 
a Mocha army of 500 [soldiers] and plundered Dangpu, Huji, Luoheijia 
and other [places] in Dingyuan [Dingbian] county of Zhennan Sub
Prefecture, killing 99 people and capturing over I 00 men and women. The 
Branch Secretariat instructed them to submit to [the Yuan]. 
+=~. -~fflM~~~~fi~, k~~~~~-~Mk~~~~. ~M~= 
~Es, fi~•Es, ~•mm~~U~$, ~tt. •~~~. ~ft+ftA, 
~~-t(stiA, ff~1B~. 

The population of Qj.ngdian must have been substantial for Anitong to have been 
able to raise, arm and dispatch a force of 2,500 soldiers to distant Dingbian. 
His allies were situated in Menghua Sub-Prefecture •1t1-M (in present day 
Weishan county ft LU ~i ), while the enemy was located in Dingbian County (in 
present day Nanjian county mi~j~j) over a hundred kilometres away. Obviously 
the Qj.ngdian Mon-Khmers possessed sufficient military strength to maintain al
liances with outside leaders, and had enough political clout to exert some influ
ence on neighbouring ethnic groups as well. 

The Number of Mon-Khmer Polities Incorporated by the Ming State 
Next, we come to the issue of exactly how many Mon-Khmer polities and 

power bases existed in South-west Yunnan. Since no historical accounts written 
by the Mon-Khmers themselves have been discovered yet, we can only answer 
this question by referring to Chinese sources. Needless to say, these sources are 
not entirely accurate because the Chinese only concentrated on recording the 
ethnic groups whom they controlled, and omitted the ones who refused to ac
knowledge the supremacy of China. Despite this flaw, the information they 
contain can still give us a general idea of the situation. 

In order to maintain political stability on the south-western frontier the 
Ming dynasty followed the Yuan policy of awarding designations to indigenous 
leaders, who had submitted to and recognised the Chinese emperor as their 
overlord. These official titles carried a rank, and recipients were called Native 
Officials (tuguan ± '§ ); this bore great significance to the Chinese for it placed 
these indigenous leaders within the hierarchy of the imperial administrative sys
tem. The actual scale of power commanded by indigenous leaders varied in 
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size from confederations of basin polities, as was the case with the Tai ethnic 

groups, to headmen of a single village, a more common situation for swidden 

agriculturalists. The rank of titles conferred generally accorded with the strength 

and importance of leaders and their regimes. 

From the viewpoint of indigenous leaders these titles acknowledged their 

positions as sovereigns. In effect, the Chinese emperor appointed them to exe

cise authority over their own ethnic people or polities, and issued Native 

Officials with letters patent, credentials and seals as proof. In return the Ming 

court expected Native Officials to present tribute at prescribed times and to as

sist the Ming army in punitive expeditions in frontier areas. Otherwise, Native 

Officials retained the freedom to rule their people according to their own cus

tomary law. However, the Ming court did intervene in their domestic affairs 

when disputes arose over succession to titles, and resorted to military action 

against Native Officials who rebelled. So the very act of becoming a Native 

Official launched indigenous leaders off on a journey towards incorporation in

to the Ming system of administration; failure to comply with rules, regulations 

and prescribed codes of behaviour could lead to disempowerment and eventu

ally elimination. 
In Table 2 I have listed the titles of five Mon-Khmer Native Officials 

( Tuguan ± '§) and given the dates of their initial appointment and abolishment 

(when known) between the 14th and 17th centuries. The title of each Native 

Official indicated the existence of an indigenous unit of social and political 

organisation of different size. Among them the Shunning Native Prefectural 

Magistrate Jil][:;F(f ±~DFff (rank 4a) held the highest rank, the Senior Officials of 

Native Chiefs Offices N:'§P] (rank 6a) came next, while the Native Police Chiefs 

±~tftp} bore the lowest rank. This allows us to assume that the Shunning Native 

Prefecture and the two Native Chiefs Offices of Shidian and Fengxi represent

ed the largest Mon-Khmer polities. 

If we take into account evidence not included in Table 2, the count of 

Mon-Khmer strongholds actually goes up. The Dian Zhi of the 1620s recorded 

the existence of fifteen xuan and twenty-eight stockades (shiwu xuan ershiba zhai 

+.n.nt= + J\~) in Baoshan County.31 ) In his reconstruction using 19th century 

sources, Gong Yin !Ui lists twenty of the twenty-eight stockades as headed by 

vice Battalion commanders (fu Qianzhang i'i'ilJ-f-~N:) and Company Commanders 

(Baihuzhang B ~ N:) who he identified as Plang. 32) The Dian Zhi, the sole Ming 

source to mention them, however, only gives their ethnic composition as Dabo 

::k~ (Tai), Puren Tm A (De'ang/Plang) and Echang µift ~ CTingpo), and provides 

no indication whatsoever of which ethnic group lived in what stockade. This is 

the main reason that I have excluded the fifteen xuan and twenty-eight stockades 

from Table 2. Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the fact that Mon-Khmer groups 

with smaller scales of power existed in Baoshan county. 

Also some ethnic groups shied away from contact with China. The Youdian 
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Table 2 Mon-Khmer Native Officials ( Tuguan ± '§) in south-western Yunnan, 14th to 
17th centuries. 

Dates 

Title of Tuguan 
Ethnic Initial Present 

Source 
Name Appoint Elimination Location 

ment 

Native Puman Hongwu Wanli 26 Fengqing Ming Shi, !ffi 
Prefectural Tm11t, 17 (1384) (1598) coun% 313, p. 8073. 

1 Magistrate of Puren i\.!tl!!;r, Tuguan Dibu, 
Shunning TmA !ffi .J:., p. 84a. 
Prefecture Jill~ 
Fff±*□ Fff 
Senior Official Pu Tm Hongwu After Tianqi Shidian Ming Shi, !ffi 
of Shidian 17 (1384) Z (1621-1627) coun~ seat 314, p. 8103. 

2 Native Chiefs 1Jfli1EJ!!!Ul~ Dian Zhi, !ffi 
Office 1Jfli 1aJ :Et'§ 30, p. 977. 
P]±'§iE:&'§ 
Senior Official Pu Tm Hongwu After Tianqi North-eastern Ming Shi, !ffi 
of Fengxi 23 (1390) (1621-1627) part of Baoshan 314, p. 8103. 

3 Native Chiefs coun!X W LU~* Dian Zhi, !ffi 
Office 1\.1-a:&'§ *~ttr~ 30, p. 977. 
P]±'§iE:&'§ 
Native Police Puren Hongwu 16 After Tianqi Northern part Tuguan Dibu, 
Chief of the TmA ( 1383/84) (1621-1627) of Baoshan !ffiT, p. 13b. 

4 Diantou Police county 1iw!lli Dian Zhi, !ffi 
Office 1EJ~Jilli5.-tft ~um 30, p. 977. 
Pl±lli5.-tft 
Native Police Puren Hongwu After Tianqi Beishui Zhang, Tuguan Dibu, 
Chief of the TmA 18 (1385?) (1621-1627) Shidian coui !ffi.J:., p. 87 a. 

5 Shuiyan Police 1Jfli 1a] ~*~ t1J~ Dian Zhi, !ffi 
Office 7k§illi5.-tft 30, p. 977. 
Pl±lli5.-tft 

Mon-Khmers avoided yielding to the Ming dynasty for over sixty years. Because 
they lay beyond the ken of Han culture, the Ming authorities found their cus

toms and language difficult to understand, and accordingly labelled them as 
"raw Pu (sheng Pu 1:. Tm)" emphasizing their complete lack of sinicised cultural 
characteristics. In the entry for the dingsi T E day of the fifth lunar month of 

1430 (Xuande 1§' 1!&. 5), the Xuanzong Shilu '§'*ff i1fe (Veritable Records of the 
Xiaozong emperor), related;33) 

Mang Han, the headman of the raw Pu in Youdian in Yunnan dis
patched his uncle Alei to come to court to present tribute of horses. Prior 

to this, Adabu and other raw Pu from Shunning Prefecture had come to 

rob and then disappear, which disturbed the peace of the barbarian people 
(yimin) ......... Mang Han and others felt delighted [when they heard that 
the Emperor had refrained from dispatching a punitive expedition against 
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them], brought the five thousand households that were subordinate to 
them and turning toward civilisation (xiang hua) [they] desired to enter 
court to present tribute. Adabu also dispersed his followers and did not 
commit robbery again. 

~~~~~M~§~*· ~~~-*ffl~~. ~¾M~M~M~~r~. m& 
~~. ~N:7G$: ...... ~*~~·r~. trnrJIE-t-JSiPJ1t, mJiA,A~. ~ar~ r m
t{~;ttlit ::f~~~-

This example indicates what large numbers of Puman lived outside the control 
of the Ming state until the first half of the fifteenth century. In order to incorpo
rate these five thousand households the Ming created a new administrative unit 
called Guangyi Sub-Prefecture JJUs1'1'[ within the jurisdiction of Shunning Native 
Prefecture, and appointed their leader Mang Han to serve as the Vice Magistrate 
(tongzhou [P]1'1'[), under the new Puman magistrate (zhizhou *□ HI) named Adulu ~il]" 
1~ ~- . In the words of the Xuanzong Shilu, the establishment of this new sub
Prefecture involved, "combining the tame Pu with the raw Pu that have been 
subdued, and subordinating [them] to it" J,,J1~fj:f:f=JW:tt3~fmJIZ.34l By mixing 
the raw Pu who remained unsinicised with the tame Pu who were subject to 
Ming law and culturally closer to Han culture, the Ming State hoped to make 
them easier to manage. 

Even in the early 17th century, uncontrollable or wild Pu (ye pu ff fm) still 
abounded in Yunnan. The Dian Zhi, juan 30 described their distribution35l; 

Those in Mengzi, Jiaohua Sanbu [Wenshan county X LU W.*] and the 
eighteen stockades are all called wild Pu, and are more obstinate and in
tractable than the other barbarians. Those inJingdong are simple and en
gage in agriculture. Those that live alongside the Lancang [Mekong] river 
in Shunning are known as Puman, and are also called Puziman. By nature 
they are fierce and specialize in banditry; they ride without saddles, go 
barefooted, use short armour which does not cover their knees and neck, 
charge forward at great speed and excel at using spears and crossbows. 
1£~ EI 1ux1t~rr~. + A~. ~1gttffrm, ~•1nt~. tE~*~· zit~ti~. 
1£}1IJ~i&Mztffm~. 1gpf~~. m-Bt~~~. ·[1;t'[f£, -~~~:&. ::ffjiffi,I*, 
~~~~. ::fHffl•. ~~IB~. ~ffl-~. 

This passage indicates a wide distribution of wild Pu east of the Mekong river. 
They spread from Wenshan county in the extreme south-east through Mengzi 
in the Honghe Hani-Yi Nationalities Autonomous Prefecture *IijjJPfr ~~~* El it 
1-M to the Mekong river in the south-west. While many of the larger Mon-Khmer 
polities in South-west Yunnan had become incorporated into the Ming adminis
trative system as Native Officials by the 1620s, smaller groups of Puman still 
continued to reject interference from the Chinese State. 

L 
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The Decline of Mon-Khmer Political Power 
The elimination of the Shunning Native Prefecture in 1598 (Wanli ;tftt]M' 

26th year) signalled the shrinking of Mon-Khmer political authority. This pre
fecture boasted a long lineage of twelve Native Prefectural Magistrates in the 
Ming who had amassed substantial wealth. In fact it was precisely this wealth 
that brought their downfall. Let us begin with the first magistrate. 

The Ming court formally appointed the Qjngdian leader, "Ayuegong, a 
Puren of Shunning Prefecture in Yunnan ~i1JB~~l¥JJll][~Jfffj A",36) as the Native 
Prefectural Magistrate in 1384 (Hongwu #tm: 17), two years after their submission 
to the new Chinese dynasty. 37) By doing so the Ming court merely acknowl
edged the power of the established leader, so the act of pledging allegiance at 
this time did not cause any re-structuring of leadership among the Qjngdian 
Mon-Khmers. According to the Tuguan Dibu ±'§JgJj (The Draft Register of Native 
Chiefs), the other eleven Magistrates who succeeded Ayuegong all adopted the 
surname Meng Jf.38) 

The Ming Shi related that the abolishment of Shunning Native Prefecture 
resulted from the animosity felt by the Assistant Regional Commander (canjiang 
$Mf) Wu Xianzhong -\~Ut&,[', towards Meng Tingrui Jftf:f/m, the last in the line 
of Native Prefectural Magistrates, who refused his demands for money. Wu 
then turned vindictive, and he concocted charges against Meng Tingrui, claim
ing that Meng intended to rebel against the Ming. The Wanli emperor respond
ed by ordering punitive military action. Wu Xianzhong, who led the Ming 
forces in the attack against Meng Tingrui, "seized all the several millions of 
wealth that the Meng family had accumulated over eighteen generations ffllflJili 
.B;;+ A1t~~tfs ;tftt"39l, which indicates the affluence of the ruling family at the 
time of its demise. For the leadership lineage to have lasted for 18 generations, 
six generations must have preceded the Ming, which suggests a total history of 
about 300 years. Although we do not know anything about the internal organi
sation of this polity, the disempowerment of it at the end of the sixteenth centu
ry probably had repercussions on other Mon-Khmer powerholders as well. 

The Mon-Khmers had definitely lost their former lustre by the early 17th 
century. The Dian Zhi remarked on the contemporary Puman;40l 

Yongchang, Fengqi, Shidian and the Fifteen Xuan and twenty-eight 
stockades are all of their type [i.e. Puman]. They diligently labour cultivating 
with hoes. They ascend mountains barefooted faster than flying birds. In 
former times when problems arose [the dynasty] often relied on their 
strength, but now they have gradually become weak and poor. Those that 
have moved into Xinxing [in Yuxi county .r ii W,;f, ], Lufeng [present day 
Lufeng county near Kunming], Ami [Kaiyuan county lffl ~W,;f-] and Zhennan 
[Nanhua county l¥J ¥] are jet black in complexion, tie their hair in mallet 
shaped knots and go barefooted. They dress in short clothes that they put 
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on by pulling over the head, wear bronze bracelets on their wrists and in
sert bronze rings through their ears, and carry swords, crossbows and long 
shields which are decorated with silk and lacquer, and attach peacock tail 
feathers to the top ....... . 

~~. -~. ~~H+E~, =+A•. W~tt. ~h~-- ~~~ili, ~a 
~•-•~~•.~~~h.~~~®~*- ~~A~w. ~•.~~.am 
~. %W~~. tt~~~. ~~~~. ~ffl•. ~ffl~. mn~*m, ~~~ 
Z*, J:JtHL1€fi§. 

The Shidian and the Fengqi Native Chief's offices as well as the Diantou ~ El 
and Shuiyan Police Offices 1k §,& lli5.1-ft P] ± lli5.1ft and the other village level Mon
Khmer power bases clearly had fallen into decline by the 1620s. Failure to 
maintain their former economic and political vigour had reduced the capability 
of Mon-Khmer Native Officials to handle problems and render aid in emer
gency situations on the frontier. This turn of events made them less useful to 
the Ming state, and undermined their prestige. The reason for the sudden 
wane of Mon-Khmer political power remains unclear. Perhaps it had something 
to do with the abolishment of the Shunning Native Prefecture in 1598. Or per
haps it was connected with economic changes; swidden agriculture and metal
work may no longer have been sufficient to viably support polities as before. 

Whatever the real reason, there can be no doubt that the decline caused a 
dispersal of Mon-Khmers. The Dian Zhi clearly stated that it was political weak
ness and impoverishment that forced the Mon-Khmers to emigrate. Moreover, 
the geographical extent of the diaspora was amazingly broad. They migrated 
as far as Kaiyuan [Ami Zhou] and Yuxi/[Xinxing] counties in South-eastern 
Yunnan, Lufeng county near Kunming, and to Nanhua county [Zhennan] 
which lay closer to home. Severe disruptions to their livelihood must have dri
ven them to move so far away. For the Mon-Khmers of South-west Yunnan the 
early 17th century marked a major turning point in their history. It spelt the 
end of their larger independent polities, and the onset of a new era which was 
characterised by migration, assimilation and life in smaller settlements scat
tered over a wide area of Yunnan. For the Mon-Khmers in the South-west who 
chose not to emigrate the possibility of assimilation with other ethnic groups, 
especially the Han loomed larger than ever before. 

(iii) The Spread of Tai Language and Culture 

As I mentioned in the Introduction, one of the main characteristics of the 
Tai Cultural Area is the dominance of Tai language and culture. Tai languages 
served as the lingua franca of the market-place and of the political elites, and oth
er ethnic groups adopted Tai material culture and practised Tai style 
Theravada Buddhism, often using Tai language and script. When did this phe-

1 
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nonomen arise? Was it related to the introduction of Theravada Buddhism?. 
These questions come readily to mind, and the purpose of this section is to try 
to answer them by examining the historical background. As I shall demonstrate 
below, Tai language and culture spread as a result of the political ascendancy of 
the Tai ethnic sub-group called the Baiyi in the 13th and 14th centuries before 
the introduction of Theravada Buddhism west of the Salween river. 

To understand the situation first let us consider how the Chinese sources 
classified the Tai ethnic groups in the 13th century. The authors of the Yuan 
Shi (The Official History of the Yuan Dynasty) of 1369 recognised two large 
sub-groups of the Tai; they call~d one the Jinchiman (Golden Teeth 
Barbarians), and the other the Baiyi (recorded as either White Barbarians, or 
Hundred Barbarians in various sources). The Yuan Shi,juan 61 gives the follow
ing account of the background to the emergence of these two sub-groups be
fore they surrendered to the Yuan dynasty during the mid-13th century:41 ) 

The domains of the Pacification Commissions of Jinchi and other 
places lie to the South-east of Dali, the Lancang [Mekong] river borders on 
its east and it adjoins the territory of Mian [Myanmar] on its West. 
Altogether there are eight types of local barbarians (tuman) called; the 
Jinchi (Golden Teeth), Baiyi (White Barbarians), Echang [Jingpo], Piao 
[Pyu?],Ji [Tai or Siam?], Quluo [unidentified], and Bisu [Pisu?]. 

According to the [New] History of the Tang [Nanzhao Zhuan], the Mangshi 
Barbarians were originally of the type from Guannan [ error for Kainan I'm 
f=?IT], and to the south of Yongchang they live in raised buildings and possess 
no walled cities. Some paint their teeth with lacquer, while some gild their 
teeth with gold, and it is for this reason that they are commonly called the 
Jinchiman. They have never communicated with China since the Han [ dy-
nasty] opened the South-western Barbarians. During the Tang the Meng 
Clan of Nanzhao arose. [The sixth King of the Nanzhao Kingdom] 
Yimouxun [779-808] defeated the hordes of barbarians (qunman), captured 
all of their people and [ moved them] to populate the south, east, and north 
of his territory. He obtained their lands, and [the area to] the Qingshi 
mountain on the border with Mian [Myannar] all belonged to Dali. 

By the time of the Duan Clan, the Baiyi [White Barbarians] and the 
various barbarians had gradually regained their former lands, and there
after the Jinchi and various barbarians came to flourish more and more. 
~&~~~~~- ~~~*~Wf=?IT, -~uw~•. WM~~~w. ±W~A 
tt:B~S, BB~, B~, a•~. am, BB, B*~· BttB. ~~~. 
~~•*~mtt, ~~~~m. am,~~~- ~~a, ~~a. ~m~~a 
•· ~~oowm~~. *•w~~~- ~mm•~w, ~*s~••· •*~ 
A£Uf~r=?IT-~t, !fJ.~±fil, f=?IT£WnLlJtffiiW, ~il*:El!L NJ~~a~, B~!iW 
i®r1i]H-t11, ~1i~S!iWi~~-
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This text distinguishes the Jinchi and Baiyi as separate political entities. It 
traces the Jinchi back to the Mangshi Barbarians, who were called Mangman Tt: 
ffl: during the Nanzhao period. Jiang Yingliang identifies them as ancestors of 
the Tai and has shown that they commanded a wide geographical distribution. 
He says that apart from Kainan ( area south of present day Jingdong county) giv
en in the Yuan Shi, they also occupied the area south of Yongchang (present day 
Dehong Dai andjingpo Nationalities Autonomous Prefecture) as well as the re
gion west of the Salween river to both banks of the lrrawaddy river. 42) The 
name Golden teeth barbarian was an exonymic appellation deriving from their 
customs of bodily adornment. During the Nanzhao period terms such as Heichi 
J! 8 (Black Teeth), Yinchi iN 8 (Silver Teeth), Qj.chi rt 8 (Lacquer Teeth), 
Xiumian *l 00 (Embroidered Face), Xiujiao ir-l )]if) (Embroidered Legs) and so 
forth were used to refer to them. 

The reason that the Yuan court paid close attention to the Jinchi seems to 
have been due to their ready submission, and because of their political ascent 
in the Dali Kingdom period after experiencing forced migration under the 
Nanzhao regime; the Yuan Shi clearly noted their recent rise to power with the 
phrase, "the Jinchi and various barbarians came to flourish more and more". 

Though the Yuan Shi failed to furnish a clear statement on the origins of 
the Baiyi, there can be no doubt that by the 13th century the Baiyi andjinchi 
represented different power groups, and in order to bring south-west Yunnan 
and northern Burma under sway the Yuan court had to subdue both groups. 
The Yuan Shi,juan 61 continued;43) 

Dali was pacified in the fourth year of Xianzong [1254], and the Yuan 
persisted with its campaigns against the Baiyi [White barbarians] and other 
barbarians. In the first year of the Zhongtong reign period [1260], the vari
ous chiefs of the Jinchi and the Baiyi [White barbarians] each dispatched 
[their] sons and younger brothers to present tribute. In the second year 
[1261 ], an Anfusi [Pacification Commission] was established in order to ad
minister them. In the 8th year of the Zhiyuan reign period [1271 ], the 
Jinchi and the Baiyi [White barbarians] were separated into the two East 
and West Route Anfushi [Pacification Commissioners]. In the twelfth year 
[1275], the West Route was converted into the Jianning Route, and the 
East Route was converted into the Zhenkang Route. In the fifteenth year 
[1278], the Anfu [Pacification Commissioners] were changed to Xuanfu 
[Pacification Commissioners], and the Six Route Commands were set up. 
In the Twenty-third year [1285], the Xuanfusi [Pacification Commissions] 
of the two routes were abolished and incorporated into the Xuanfusi 
[Pacification Commissions] of Dali,Jinchi and other places. 

~•*~$. ~~*~· •~~~~•- ~~w. ~•. ~~Hft~~~~~ 
~- =$,~~~~~~~-~~A$,%~&. ~~~-ffiffi~~~~- + 
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Since the Yuan court acknowledged the Jinchi and the Baiyi [White 
Barbarians] as distinct political groups, they tried to administer them separately 
by dividing them into two administrative units; first into East and West Route 
Anfushi, and then into the Zhenkang and Jianning routes. Administrative titles 
such as Xuanfusi [Pacification Commission] and so forth were designations 
awarded by the Yuan Emperor to chieftains of non-Han peoples in south-west 
China in order to exert some form of authority over them, but they do not ac
curately reflect the extent of indigenous polities. This makes it difficult to de
termine whether the repeated changing of these titles indicated real shifts in the 
political power of Tai speaking groups, or merely mirrored the whims of Yuan 
administrators. 

But by 1278 when the Yuan court established the Pacification Commissioners 
and Six Route Commands the Baiyi had clearly emerged as the dominant 
group. The Yuan Shi recorded that the Baiyi [White Barbarians] occupied three 
of the six routes (the Zhenxi Route ii W ~, Pingmian Route ZfS-*jffi ~, Luchuan 
Route !tJI I~,) and shared an auxiliary territory called Nandan 1¥J~ with the Echang 
Gingpo ). Of the other three routes only the Mangshi Route lt1it!i~ seems to have 
beenjinchi.44) From this time onwards, Chinese sources used Baiyi as the main 
term for the Tai, and the name Jinchi gradually disappeared. 

At the turn of the 14th century, the Yunnan Zhiliie ~1¥I~~ (A Brief Account 
of Yunnan), written by Li Jing$ ;X who took up office in Yunnan in 1301, re
ferred to the political supremacy and wide distribution of the Baiyi in the fol
lowing words:45) 

The Baiyi [White Barbarians] flourish the most amongst the barbar
ians of the south-west. To the north they adjoin the Tufan [Tibetans], and 
in the south they extend to Jiaozhi [Vietnam], and [their] customs are gen
erally the same. 
W l¥I z It, El ~Ji~, ~ t * o± ;ffl::, l¥I 3lfxNJl:, M 1~ *tflJ§ fPJ . 

At this point we have to ask the question who were the Baiyi? How were they 
related to the Jin chi? 

The term Baiyi [Hundred barbarians] superseded Baiyi [White Clothes] 
during the Ming dynasty, but it first appeared during the Yuan period in an ex
planation submitted by envoys from the Jin chi Barbarians who had travelled to 
Shangdu __t::tfil (Dolon-nor, present day Duolun ?P-1i) in Inner Mongolia for an au
dience with Khubilai Khan in 1261 (Zhongtong q:i*fL 2) after their surrender: 46

) 

Their language is unintelligible, and must undergo repeated translations 
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before it can be understood. The country is called Baiyi (Hundred barbar
ians), which is a general appellation meaning hordes of barbarians (qunman). 
It's territory is located several thousand li south-west of Dali, and it is sub
ordinate to the six zhao. 

~~~•. m~®~~. ~~s~. £~mzam~. ~~~*ffl~mn+m 
11-, ®ii~im~. 

The term six zhao ~ iB refers to the Duan family regime (Duan Shi Zongguan ~ 
.B;; rlt ~ or Duan Clan Route Commander) which continued to maintain some 
vestige of power in Western Yunnan until the 14th century. 47) The Baiyi Zhuan 

supplied the names of the ethnic groups dwelling in Mang Maw at the close of 
the 14th century (see Table 1), and in his preface to this work Li Sicong $,'sl,1.@, 
attributed the origin of the term Baiyi to the fact that "the various barbarians 
live intermixed J,,J~!i~~J;&, ~SCE!s~"48l. From this we can conclude that the 
word Baiyi [Hundred Barbarians] originally had two meanings; first as a gener
al appellation for polities with a polyethnic composition, and second as a name 
for the Tai ethnic groups who controlled the polities. The term seems to have 
lost its first meaning by the 15th century, after which it came to exclusively re
fer to the Tai ethnic group. According to Chinese sources, it was the language 
and culture of the Baiyi [Hundred Barbarians] that came to dominant other 
ethnic groups. 

After the 14th century, the Chinese stopped using the termsjinchi and Baiyi 
to distinguish between political power within the Tai. Instead they divided them 
into two groups which they named the Greater Baiyi (* B ~ Greater Hundred 
Barbarians, or Greater Tai) and the Lesser Baiyi (1J" B ~ Lesser Hundred Barbarians, 
or Lesser Tai). Judging from the Baiyi Zhuan, the Greater Baiyi occupied the 
area lying between the west bank of the Salween and the lrrawaddy rivers, 
while the Lesser Baiyi spread from the east bank of the Salween to the Mekong 
river. The precise origin of the term Great Baiyi remains unclear, but one can
not help noticing the striking resemblance it bears to the Siamese appellation 
for the Shan, the Tai Yai, which also means Great Tai. Apart from geographical 
location, historical sources for the 14th century mention no other criteria for 
distinguishing between the Greater Baiyi and the Lesser Baiyi. 

Regards the Lesser Baiyi, the Baiyi Zhuan of 1396 provided the following 
explanation: 49) 

The Lesser Baiyi live in the north-east border of the territory. Some 
imitate the Achang, some copy the Puman, while others follow the Greater 
Baiyi. Their customs are not uniform. Cheli [Sipsong Panna] is also called 
Lesser Baiyi, and its customs include tatooing the forehead, blackening the 
teeth, and cutting the hair in the style of an itinerant monk. 
/J'\ s~@~Jlz:~Utjf, 9-X*~ilJ §, !!x*TIW, !!x1l*s~. ~~11t7f-. 1J 
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Two important points should be observed here. First, the category Lesser Baiyi 

included the area east of the Salween river and Sipsong Panna. Second, other 

ethnic groups exerted strong influence on the Lesser Baiyi. The text specifical

ly stated that some of the Lesser Baiyi positively adopted cultural elements 

from Mon-Khmers speakers (the Puman) who as we have already seen main

tained large political bases. Considering the previous discussion on Chiang Mai 

and Ceng Tung, one cannot help wondering whether the culture of Mon

Khmer speakers here too played some sort of role in the formation of the 

Sipsong Panna polity. In this respect it is worth noting that the Ming Shi of 17 35 

singled out Sino-Tibetan speakers as one of the original inhabitants of Sipsong 

Panna;50) 

Cheli is the Chanli of ancient times, and is territory where the Woni 

[Aini], the Diaodang [unidentified] and other barbarians dwell intermixed. 

[They] have not communicated with China since ancient times. 

11[£, ~P~~£. ~1i1~. it3s:iuuu~·z.t-lh, r1=i"JG~q:im. 

If we recognise the Woni as a sub-group of the Hani, then some type of contact 

with Sino-Tibetan speakers must be considered as well. At any rate, all we can 

say is that early contact with a large number of ethnic groups may have con

tributed to the dissimilarities so manifest among the various Tai groups living in 

Sipsong Panna and other places east of the Salween today. 

By the early 17th century a different interpretation for the terms Greater 

Baiyi and Lesser Baiyi had appeared. In his Dian Liie ntm§- (An Account of 

Yunnan),juan 9, the celebrated scholar Xie Zhaozhe itHiitlJ (1567 to 1624) pro

vided the following explanation. Xie wrote this book while he· held office as 

Administration Vice Commisioner ( of the right) in Yunnan ~r,gk:i"$1&, and prob

ably published it at Dali sometime after 1625;51 ) 

The Lesser Boyi are tame barbarians (shuyi). The area south-west of 

Yongchang is full of them. The dress of the men and women are a bit close 

to that of China, and they also understand the Chinese language. They 

dwell in villages, and by nature are tractable and prudent. They cultivate 

for a livelihood, but the types of clothes that they weave are not very nu-

merous ....... . 
The Greater Boyi live to the West of Longchuan. The men cut their 

hair and tattoo their bodies. The women go barefoot, darken their teeth 

and wrap their heads in coloured cloth. Their food and drink is simple, 

but quite excellent. They are fond of living near water, and the men and 

the women both strip down to the waist and bathe together in the rivers 
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1J,1a~~~~-ti1. 71<§ 1m~*:tttr£. ~~mmH'iffffilli:J:P¥, $~r~~i. gift*· 
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According to this source, both the Greater and Lesser Baiyi [written as Boyi in 
this text] dwelt in south-west Yunnan, but there is no specific mention of either 
group living to the east of the Salween river. One wonders whether these terms 
are not just a rewording of the 13th century divisions between Baiyi ( = Greater 
Baiyi) andJinchi ( = Lesser Baiyi). 

Whatever the historical origins of the Baiyi, there can be no doubt that it 
was the language and culture of the Greater Baiyi that exerted the greatest in
fluence over other ethnic groups. The Baiyi Zhuan clearly stated:52) 

Though the languages and customs of the various barbarians (yi) dif
fer, since the Greater Baiyi are the chiefs, therefore each of them imitates 
their behaviour. 
ffi~~ffi~filfiff, ~~*~~~~~. ~~~~;ttm~. 

This observation demonstrates that the language and culture of the Tai west of 
the Salween river to some extent had diffused out amongst Mon-Khmer and 
Tibeto-Burman speakers through the medium of political power by the late 
14th century. At that time, the Shan language probably already functioned as a 
lingua franca, and some cultural borrowing had probably already taken place as 
well. If this was the case, it is easy to hypothesize that the partial assimiliation of 
some non-Tai peoples helped to increase the Tai population, or at least swell 
the numbers of people with close affinity to the Tai.53) 

What spread out over the area west of the Salween during the 12th, 13th 
and 14th centuries was the language and culture of the Tai before they convert
ed to Theravada Buddhism. As we shall see below, Buddhism did not gain a 
foothold west of the Salween until the 15th century at the earliest, so the Tai 
culture that dominated at this time must have differed from the culture that 
emerged after Theravada Buddhism took root in society. Though we possess no 
contemporary historical sources that throw light on the nature of this older Tai 
culture, it is possible that some of the elements of Tai language and culture that 
the indigenous Mon-Khmer speakers retain today may be relics of this older 
tradition. 

(2) Tai Polities and the Arrival of Theravada Buddhism 

A great number of small and large Tai polities emerged both east and west 
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of the Salween river between the 13th and 16th centuries. Exactly when did the 
inhabitants of these polities embrace Buddhism, and from what period did 
their rulers adopt it as the religion of state in order to reinforce their authority? 
As we shall see below, historical sources indicate that Buddhism spread 
throughout the areas east and west of the Salween at different periods, and ar
rived through separate routes. 

Theravada Budddhism spread out amongst the polities east of the Salween 
first. According to Hans Penth, the royal family and commoners in the Lan Na 
polity felt a deep attraction to Buddhism from the 1330s onwards, and a move
ment to purify local Buddhism arose there during the 15th century, by which 
time it had turned into a major centre for Theravada studies; the Eighth 
Buddhist Council was convened there in 1477.54) The following passage from 
the Dian Lue (An Account of Yunnan) by Xie Zhaozhe indicates the extent to 
which Buddhism had penetrated the everyday lives of people in Lan Na, which 
the Chinese called Babai Dadian J\s*1BJ, by the early 17th century:55) 

Tradition holds that Babai Dadian is named Babai Xifu (J\ s~Um or Eight 
Hundred Wives) because its chief (qiuzhang) had eight hundred wives, each 
one of whom headed a stockade. Its territory adjoins Mubang [Senwi]. 
The clothing and food of the men and women are all similar, but they tat
too patterns of flowers between their eyebrows and eyes. When meeting 
with guests they put their palms together as a greeting. They like to serve 
the Buddha. Temples and pagodas are extremely numerous; each village 
has a temple, and each temple has a pagoda, and they probably number 
over 10,000. It is called the Benevolent Country (l%11 ciguo). Its chief (qiu) 
loathes killing, and is not fond of disputes. When an enemy invades he on
ly meets the attack if it is necessary, and stops [ military action] once he 
captures the enemy. It produces benzoin (anxixiang). At present it is tribu
tary to Mian (Myanmar). 

As*1B1~. N•~~*~~As, ~m-•. ~~As~~- ~*n~•
~~mHNrlP.!, 11!WU1UJR1J~f§ § Fst ~~t§J!, ~IJt~~~ff!I. *$19t, ~:tit~ 
~. -tt-~. ~~-m. ffl~itt, -~II.~~~~.~**·~~~~ 
E®~, ~m■@ft. ~~~~- ~A~M. 

We can assume that Buddhism had become well established at the village level 
much earlier than this source, at least by the 16th century. 

Theravada Buddhism diffused out from Lan Na to the polities lying to its 
north. It may have reached Ceng Tung as early as the mid-14th century when 
monks are said to have begun building temples there. 56) According to The 
Padaeng Chronicle, sometime in the mid-15th many hill people, the Lu and the 
Lem from the direction of Sipsong Panna, as well as people from Mang Ka, 
Mang Pan, Mang Po, Mang Men, Mang Ting, and Kung Ma came down to 
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Ceng Tung to study Buddhism and take it back home with them.57) Though 

temples had been built and the Theravada tradition had spread to some extent 

in Sipsong Panna between the late 15th and first half of the 16th centuries,58) 

the Caw Phen Din (Lord of the Earth), or King, did not construct his first tem

ple until 1570, the year after Sipsong Panna commenced submitting tribute to 

the newly founded Toungoo dynasty.59) 

In contrast, Theravada Buddhism did not reach Tai polities west of the 

Salween until a much later date. As with polities to the east, the dearth of 

source materials makes it difficult to pinpoint exactly when it turned into the re

ligion of state here, but we do know for sure that it had not arrived by the late 

14th century for the Baiyi Zhuan of 1396 bluntly stated that the Tai of Mang 

Maw, "do not worship the ancestors, do not believe in the Buddha, and have 

no Buddhist monks or Daoist priests ::f tfil:. x, ::f ~19t, 1J' ~1i/"il" .60l However, 

this situation had completely changed by the second half of the 16th century. 

The Xinan Yi Fengtu Ji of 1584 reported, "as a custom they revere Buddhism, 

temples and pagodas are everywhere in the villages, and are extremely magnifi

cent" 1ti;:.fE119t~, ~lJH;tHi, _§JU±m: 61 l. If Buddhism had already taken root 

at the village level by this time, then one is tempted to argue that the conver

sion of the Tai west of the Salween to Theravada Buddhism commenced during 

the 15th century,62) but before drawing a conclusion let us consider other evi

dence. 
First, what do Shan historical sources have to say? The Biin Mang Senwi 

(The Senwi Chronicle) records an event which suggests that Buddhism was not 

prevalent in Senwi during the 15th century. Though the background is long 

and involved I should like to quote it at length due to its significance. 

The story runs that the Burmese King ordered Kham Hip Pha, the Caw 

Pha of Senwi, to escort home the Caw Pha of Keng May (Chiang Mai), Keng 

Hai (Chiang Rai) and Keng Sen (Chiang Saen), all of whom had travelled to 

Awa to pay homage to him. One day at the end of his stay in Chiang Mai, 

Kham Hip Pha spied a large temple with a great pagoda in its compound on a 

walk around the city with a cowherd named Aay. He announced:63) 

"I will enter this big temple to see the five Buddha images that are 

lined up together". The Caw [Pha] and followers [khaa] both exclaimed, 

"In this country there are images of Phi. Let us take them home to show 

our people. If they really are good, then we can believe in them like the 

people of this country. If they are not good, then we can give them to the 

girls and the boys to play with. Cowherd, you pick this up and see 

whether it is made of wood or something else?". When the cowherd lifted 

it up it felt very heavy, and he proclaimed that this is not wood, but iron or 

copper! 
Then Caw Long Kham Hip went to pick up four of the Buddha im-
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ages, but he found them very heavy and was unable to raise them. Only 
one of the Buddha images was built lightly, and Caw Long Kham Hip was 
able to lift it up. The cowherd, fearing that other people would see it, cov
ered it with cloth and hide it at his place. Two days later early in the morn
ing, Caw Long Kham Hip Phaa gathered his soldiers and left Weng Keng 
May (Chiang Mai). He returned [to Senwi] in the year [Chula] sakarat 833 
[ = 1471AD] .......... . 

At that time the people [in Senwi] all said, "Let us soak this Phi image 
in a hot spring in order to see if it is good or bad, and has great glory ( mun) 
or not". They went and soaked it in a hot spring, and the [water] immedi
ately turned cold. They said, "this Phi image from Mang Yon [Yuan] pos
sesses great glory". At that time, the Caw Pha Long addressed all of the bu
reaucrats (mu maat phong mang), slaves (khaa phaay) and commoners (tay 
mang) saying, "This Phi image has great glory, and if angered will become 
frighteningly strong (hay). Let us cut down the sacred trees of the villages 
and country (sa maan sa mang) to construct a house, slaughter pigs, roast 
fowls and offer it cattle and water buffaloes to eat." 

A house was built for the Phi to dwell in. In the middle of the night 
the image of the Buddha ran way and could not be found. 

Here I do not wish to touch upon the historical veracity of this story64l, but 
should like to draw attention to the unashamed admission by the compilers of 
this chronicle that rulers and commoners in Senwi alike knew nothing of 
Buddhism in the second half of the fifteenth century. Their inability to distin
guish between the Buddha and Phi (local genii or guardian spirits) highlight 
this point; they consistently referred to Buddha statues as Phi images, and con
secrated the one they eventually housed in Senwi with animal flesh, certainly 
not correct behaviour for devout Buddhists. While this story testifies that 
Buddhism did flourish in Chiang Mai at the time, it also shows that the contem
porary rulers of Senwi felt no impelling urge to adopt the Buddhist religion 
from Lanna. This may be a reflection of the fact that Buddhism ultimately 
reached the Tai polities west of the Salween from Burma, a point I should like 
to consider next. 

Second, after pacifying the Tai (Shan), the third monarch of the Toungoo 
dynasty King Bayin-naung (reigned 1551 to 1581) introduced a series of mea
sures designed to incorporate them into the Buddhist world of the Mon and 
Burmans. Bayin-naung erected monasteries and pagodas west of the Salween, 
and distributed Buddhist scriptures among the Tai (Shan). In some Tai polities, 
he even compelled both the rulers and the clergy to conform to Burmese 
Buddhism. 65 ) This implies that Buddhism had already spread out amongst the 
Shan before the mid-16th century. What the above passage from the Xinan Yi 
Fengtuji reported then was the changed situation after Bayin-naung implement-
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ed his cultural unification policy. At any rate, it is clear that some form of 

Buddhism had reached the Shan before they had Burmese Buddhism thrust 

upon them. 
The Tai Cultural Area marks the northern limit to the spread of Theravada 

Buddhism in Mainland South-east Asia, and religious and political organisa

tions there differed considerably from those of the adjoining Chinese world. 

Theravada Buddhism travelled from south to north; starting from Sri Lanka it 

went to the Mon states in Lower Burma during the early 11 th century, next to 

the Burmans in the mid-11 th century, and then to Ayutthaya and Cambodia 

during the second half of the 13th century before spreading over most of the 

Tai Cultural Area between the 14th and 16th centuries. Scholars have pointed 

out the close relationship between conversion to Theravada Buddhism and 

polity building in mainland South-east Asia. This seems an obvious conclusion 

to draw when one considers that many of the pre-16th century South-east Asian 

polities were undoubtedly Buddhist States founded on the concept of the 

Buddhist King. 66) Theravada Buddhism holds that government should promote 

the welfare of the people, and that rulers encourage morality and uphold the 

Sangha. This sublime ideal found embodiment in the concept of the Buddhist 

King or Dharmaraja, "the Guardian of the Law", 67) and its presence or absence 

may be taken as a barometer of the degree to which Buddhism had infiltrated 

polities. Lacking proof for the presence of a Dharmaraja in the Tai Cultural Area 

from the outset, we may conclude that the foundation of polities, the introduc

tion of Theravada Buddhism and the subsequent conversion of Tai rulers to 

this faith did not necessarily occur simultaneously, but constituted separate 

phases in the process of polity formation. Whatever the historical order of ap

pearance, sources strongly suggest that Tai rulers did fully adopt Buddhist con

cepts of Kingship, and utilised them as a means of consolidating and strength

ening their power bases. 

If this was the case, then what were the principal characteristics of the Tai 

polities from their inception in the 13th and 14th centuries? From the evidence 

available from Chinese sources we can ascertain the following features for poli

ties east of the Salween river. 

( 1) As I have demonstrated above, Mon-Khmer polities existed alongside Tai 

polities during the 13th and 14th centuries. By this time Tai political strength 

had become powerful, but not preeminent everywhere. 

(2) The Tai structured their polities with the caw, or lord, as the paramount 

leader, which the Chinese transliterated as zhao BB . According to the Baiyi 

Zhuan of 1396 the paramount leader of Mang Maw (Luchuan R JI I) resided in 

the capital of their territory, ce laan, which the Chinese transliterated as zhdan 

~II. The caw administered his polity through officials who had clearly defined 

responsiblities, and who been allocated territory from which they levied corvee 

labour and taxes. The Thaw Mang (Ch. Tao (or Dao) Meng P,lJ~) served as the 
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general head of administration with control over the military and the civilian 
population. Under the Thaw Mang came a series of ranked officials whose 
names were prefixed with the word caw (zhao BB); zhaolu BBii, zhaogang BB*-!OOJ, 
zhaobo BBfB, zhao hasi BBP&JJT, zhaozhun BBtl, each of which had charge of over 
10,000, 1,000, 100, 50 and 10 persons respectively. The Baiyi Zhuan also men
tions another official called the zhao luling BB ii% , who cooperated with the 
Thaw Mang in commanding and raising troops from among the populace68). 

(3) Society in Mang Maw was hierarchical in structure with a major division be
tween nobles (gui lt) and commoners (jian ~ ). The Baiyi Zhuan recorded that 
commoners had to bow and kneel to nobles, wore different clothing and acces
sories, and bathed their new born babies in different locations (nobles at home 
and commoners in rivers). Among nobles, appointment to official positions 
served as another source of division. The Baiyi Zhuan wrote; "If a young man 
has an official rank, his father and elder brothers kneel and show obeisance [to 
him]." -f-~~llix~, ~IJ~)(52JfGJf69). 

(4) West of the Salween river Tai polities like Mang Maw used a writing system 
before their conversion to Theravada Buddhism. The Baiyi Zhuan stated;70) 

[They] do not employ Chinese script. [They] engrave small matters on 
bamboo and wood, and use mian [Myanmar] script for major matters. In 
both cases [they] make the record in horizontal lines. 

~9=1ilX+, 1J---~Utt*, *•1t*-ift:, ~~fr~ic. 

Though we do not know whether the expression mian script specially refers to 
Burmese, Shan or some other lndic-derived script, this passage shows that at 
the close of the 14th century people in Mang Maw drew up official documents 
in a script of some kind. Furthermore, to ensure speedy communication Mang 
Maw possessed an efficient postal service. The Baiyi Zhuan commented; 71 ) 

For postal transmission, a small tower is set up every li, and several pe 
rsons watch over it. Matters of official business are reported swiftly even to 
[places] as distant as one thousand li away. 
,~1t-!IHt-1J--tl, l{A ;rz, 0•1nt-=tlfffi, ¥~1:E~~u. 

Official documents could have been easily sent all over the territory. 
Written script seems to have been used mainly for administrative purposes be
cause the Tai possessed no religious texts,and as we shall from ( 5) below they 
had no literature on practical subjects either. 
( 5) The sciences and technologies that are usually associated with Theravada 
Buddhism had not been introduced by the late 14th century. The Baiyi Zhuan 
reported; 72) 
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[They] possess no books on medicine, divination and other [such subjects]. 

[They] do not know how to keep time, and simply mark it by gazing at the 

waxing and waning of the moon. In deciding matters they merely use 

chicken-bone divination. [They] have no knowledge of administering medi

cine, and just pour ginger juice into the nose. 

~§ r~:;:. ~~□ a'fiiP, ·lt~}=j Zfil/l1;~1~. ~-·lti.t r:J!Jhk:. *m~~omHt, 
t:H~ihiJ'-$. 

The absence of any calendrical system, either of South-east Asian or Chinese 

origin, stands out as a prominent feature of Mang Maw at the time. The use of 

chicken-bone divination by rulers suggests that court astrologers had not yet been 

called to service, and that hara (astronomers/astrologers) using horoscopes for 

fortune-telling had not yet arrived on the scene. Clearly here we are looking at 

a description of the situation before the introduction of Theravada Buddhism. 

(6) The rulers of Mang Maw did not build walled cities. The Baiyi Zhuan noted;73) 

The sites where they reside have no walls and moats. They merely 

build stockades from wood [around settlements]. 

r1rm~:wximziui, ·lt*i*.lL~. 

The lack of walled cities west of the Salween river stands in contrast to the situa

tion to its' east where both the Tai and the Mon-Khmers are said to have con

structed walled cities. 
This evidence demonstrates that Mang Maw, and probably other polities 

west of the Salween river as well, remained pre-Buddhist states during the 13th 

and 14th centuries. Though we cannot discern any Chinese, Mon-Khmer or 

lndic influence in these polities, similarities with the area east of the Salween 

are striking. Polities to the east and west share two salient features; first the divi

sion of society into nobles and commoners, and second the basic power struc

ture of rule by a caw or lord with assistance from a bureaucratic elite. Viewed 

as a whole, Tai polities displayed a continuation of the traditions of earlier 

regimes rather than new ones founded on a discontinuity with the past. 

Chronicles written after the 16th century tend to trace the origins of their poli

ties back to the pre-13th century period. According to chroniclers, the Sipsong 

Panna polity was established in 118074), as we have already noted, The Chiang 
Mai Chronicle positioned Mangrai, the founder of Lanna, as twenty-fifth in the 

long line of rulers of the Lavacankarat which some believe to have been a Mon

Khmer polity founded in the 7th century75 l. In other words, Tai polities did not 

make a sudden entrance on to the historical stage of the 13th century, they had 

been in the making for a long time. 
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(3) The Patterns of Technology Transfer to the Tai Cultural Area 

In Southeast Asia, the increased volume of trade during the 15th and 16th 
centuries promoted the specialisation of handicraft production of metals, porce
lain and other commodities. Craftsman practising similar occupations either 
congregated in villages close to the source of raw materials, or resided in spe
cialist quarters of cities located on trade routes. They worked for royal courts 
and merchants, and in general their scale of operations remained small, often 
comprising only family members and a few apprentices. Anthony Reid has no
ticed that craftsmen rarely developed into large-scale producers with indepen
dent capital, and that their lack of self-funds created a tendency to manufacture 
only when clients placed orders; such commissions in effect constituted an ad
vance of funds for the purchase of raw materials for production. In stressing 
the strong connection between craftsmen and royal and powerful patrons, 
Reid points out that the latter generally regarded goods and services from the 
former as tribute or corvee labour. 76) Protection from the rulers of polities 
characterized the position of indigenous craftsmen in Southeast Asia, and this 
point distinguished them from migrant Chinese artisans. 

With the increase in the volume of Asian trade between the 16th and 19th 
centuries, Chinese merchants established bases for the manufacture of Chinese 
products like sugar and silk in Southeast Asia. This type of local production 
contributed to the overall economic growth of the region, and it was achieved 
by the transfer of advanced Chinese manufacturing technology by Chinese 
merchants and immigrant craftsman. I have labelled this phenomenon trade
induced transfer of technology, and prior to the commencement of colonial 
rule by the European powers during the 19th century, Chinese technology and 
craftsman played an extremely crucial role in manufacturing in archipelago 
Southeast Asia. Chinese craftsman did not only bring new technology for mak
ing hitherto unknown commodities, they also competed with indigenous 
Southeast Asian craftsman in producing similar goods. Common theory holds 
that everywhere Chinese immigrants cooperated with colonial governments 
and native potentates, and gained a monopoly over commerce and distribu
tion of systems. I should also point out that they did not only play the roles of 
merchants and coolies, but as skilled workers who brought hitherto unknown 
skills and technology to archipelago Southeast Asia. 77) 

As I have already pointed out the most salient feature of the history of the 
Tai Cultural Area between the 13th and 16th centuries was the establishment 
of polities by Tai peoples. Unlike archipelago Southeast Asia, two factors in
hibited the transfer of Chinese technology to this area. First, the reliance on 
overland caravans for transportation greatly restricted the ability to expand the 
volume of trade, and second, lack of access to large consumer markets did not 
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make local production of Chinese commodities an attractive proposition for 

Chinese merchants. In this type of society, the demand for new technologies 

and skills lay not with the common people but with the rulers. Rulers badly 

needed the skills and technology of various types of artisans in order to con

struct new walled cities, majestic palaces and noble temples with which to over

awe the populace. To achieve prolonged and stable regimes they sought the 

ability to manufacture weapons, and undertake gold and silverwork. 

Therefore, how rulers acquired artisans and how they utilised them in their 

polity building activities become issues of central importance. In this section I 

shall first examine what indigenous technologies were transferred from 

Mainland South-east Asia between the 13th and 15th centuries, and then con

sider whether technology was shifted from China to this area during the 16th 

century. 

(i) Technology Transfer and Polity Building By Tai Rulers 

In pre-industrial societies, the movement of people carried skills and tech

nology from one place to another. Due to its reliance on positive action by hu

man beings, such transplantation can be best described under the rubric of 

technology transfer, rather than by the simple term diffusion, which obscures 

the vital role people played as mediums. The success of this whole process re

lied on special situations operating on the donor and recipient sides. 

Conditions that encouraged craftsmen to emigrate included: ( 1) the ravages of 

war, (2) religious persecution, (3) political oppression ( 4) economic dislocation, 

and ( 5) lucrative offers from merchants and political rulers. For the adoption 

and diffusion of their technology and skills to succeed on the recipient side, the 

following factors proved essential: ( 1) a viable economic base, (2) the existence 

of workmen capable of learning the technology and skills, and (3) special treat

ment for these technicians in regard to tax and status from the state, or at least 

a non-interference policy. 78) 

In the Tai Cultural Area, craftsmen with the skills and technology essential 

for the construction and management of polities tended to concentrate at royal 

courts and Buddhist temples (the Sangha). Apart from these two, there were 

no other patrons in society between the 13th and 16th centuries competent 

enough to retain and foster large numbers of craftsmen. The pattern of the or

ganisation of artisans by political and religious authority appeared quite early 

in mainland Southeast Asia. For instance, the Burmese state of Pagan ( 1044-

1299) achieved a high degree of craft specialisation, and the status of carpen

ters, masons, wood-carvers, metal workers and other artisans who worked on 

temples exceeded that of other non-agricultural groups. 79) Pagan originally ac

quired skills and technology through military conquest, the most famous exam

ple being that of the skilled craftsmen and scholars brought back from the Mon 
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capital of Thaton in Lower Burma when King Aniruddha conquered it in 
1057.80) Before continuing on to see how potentates procured artisans, let us 
first consider an example of voluntary technological transfer by common peo
ple. 

(ii) The Transfer of Skills by Human Movement 

People emigrate for a whole host of reasons, warfare, disease, famine and 
political instability come readily to mind, and when they settle elsewhere they 
usually rely on their old skills for their livelihood. In many cases, their activities 
may contribute to local society by providing it with goods and services hitherto 
not available. In Mainland Southeast Asia, we can find evidence for this kind 
of transfer from an early period. 

Tai people have a long history of drawing fibres from cocoons to obtain 
silk, but the Khmers (Cambodians) during the Angkor period did not possess 
any knowledge of sericulture. The Chinese official Zhou Daguan m!~ft, who 
visited Cambodia in 1296-97, recorded in his Zhen/a Fengtuji ~Hi~±ic (A Record 
of the Mores and Customs of Cambodia) how immigrant Siamese (probably 
from Sukhothai) produced silk for the local population:81 ) 

None of the local people engage in sericulture. The women also do 
not know the work of needles, threads, tailoring or mending, and are only 
able to weave cotton cloth. They are also unable to spin (it], and merely 
use their hands to knead it into yarn. There are no looms, and for weaving 
they simply tie one end of the yarn to their waist and hang the other end 
above a window. For shuttles they merely use bamboo tubes. 

In recent years, Siamese have come to reside [here], and make their 
living by sericulture. The mulberry seeds and silkworm eggs all come from 
Siam (xianzhong). [Cambodia] has no hemp and ramie, it only has luoma. 
The Siamese weave patterned silk fabrics with silk thread by themselves, 
and wear them as clothes. Siamese women, unlike [Cambodian women], 
are able to tailor and mend, so when the cloth that the local people wear 
becomes tattered and torn, they all hire Siamese women to mend it. 
~[±]AW~--~- ~A~~~tt-•Mz$, m~•*m*®E. ~~ 
~~. mu~m[~J ~•. ~mffun, mu-~••· -~m [WJ ~. 
~~~m-~w. ~$~A*m, ~u•~~~- ~ttxttw~~~*- ~~ 
~~. It~~~- ~A~U~~-$~~~- ~~~~8M, ±An$ffl~W 
1~Aimz. 

Here I should like to draw attention to the fact that the Siamese transferred 
all aspects of sericulture technology. In order to begin production the Siamese 
had to bring silkworms as well as mulberry trees, the leaves of which were used 
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for feeding them. Just the arrival of people with skills would have been insuffi
cient since Cambodia had no silkworms and mulberry trees; the means of pro

duction (technology) itself had to be transferred too. From the above descrip

tion we can assume that the Khmers used some form of backstrap loom to 
weave cotton cloth, but for the weaving of "dark patterned silk fabrics", we can 

speculate that the Siamese may have introduced treadle-operated looms. Also, 

Siamese women took advantage of Khmer incapacity for needlework, to earn 

income by tailoring and mending clothes for the local population. Here, as 
with silk production, the immigrant Siamese provided the host society with 

goods and services that previously did not exist. 
This example demonstrates that the pattern of undertaking the local pro

duction of commodities with transferred technology, already confirmed for 

Chinese immigrants in Southeast Asia after the 16th century, appeared among 

the Siamese as early as the late 13th century. Though the principle pattern of 
these transfers remained unchanged, we can assume that some differences exist
ed between the scale of them before and after the 16th century when the vol

ume of trade began to expand. Whereas the Chinese often transferred ad
vanced techniques to produce high value goods for sale on long distance markets, 
mainland Southeast Asian immigrants between the 13th and 16th centuries 

mostly provided goods and services which suited the demands of local markets. 

Before the growth of trade which brought Chinese in larger numbers, 
Southeast Asians dislocated by warfare sought to make a living by practising 

skills not held by the local people. 

(iii) Procurement of Craftsmen 

The construction of stately walled cities and the creation of a new culture 
became major policy issues in Tai polity building from the 13th century. After 
conversion to Theravada Buddhism, the ruler himself began to raise noble tem

ples in his role as protector of the faith. Temples required the erection of per
manent structures in brick and mortar with roof tiles, a style considerably diver
gent from that of domestic architecture which used impermanent materials 

such as bamboo, wood and thatch. Since most of this new material culture orig

inated from outside the Tai Cultural Area, the rulers here did not originally pos
sess large numbers of artisans capable of undertaking this kind work. Therefore 
for them the procurement of craftsmen became vitally important, and below I 

present concrete examples to show the two main methods by which they 
achieved this. 

First rulers acquired craftsmen through warfare, or by employing military 
force. Let us consider the case of Lanna, which originally did not boast a high 
level of technology anyway. According to The Chiang Mai Chronicle, in 1290-91 

King Mangrai (1239-1317)~ the founder of Lanna, pledged to build a cetiya at 
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Wat Kan Thom before leaving on a military expedition to Phukam-Ava, in 

Burma, to seek artisans. Mangrai succeeded in procuring 500 families of crafts

men from the King of Ava, and he immediately assigned them to strategic posi

tions within his polity; the goldsmiths went to Ceng Tung, the bronzesmiths to 

Chiang Saen, and the jewellers and ironsmiths to Kum Kam where Mangrai 

resided. Later Mangrai did erect the cetiya he promised, but the exact identity 

of the regime from whom he obtained the artisans remains unclear. The Pagan 

dynasty fell in 1287, and the Ava dynasty did not begin until 1365, so we can 

only surmise that Phukam-Ava lay somewhere in central or northern Burma.82) 

Anyhow, we can be certain that this dispatch of an expeditionary force in

volved more ulterior motives than the erection of a single cetiya. Undoubtedly, 

King Mangrai hoped to strengthen the power base of Lanna by procuring met

alworkers who could create weapons, agricultural implements and Buddhist im

ages. His subsequent handling of these artisans strongly suggests such motives. 

First, he did not try to monopolize all of the artisans himself, but took pains to 

distribute them among his subordinates in Ceng Tung and Chiang Saen in or

der to achieve some sort of equilibrium in the diffusion of technological re

sources throughout the polity. Such adjustment ensured effective defense 

against outside enemies. Second, Mangrai most probably had the craftsmen he 

assigned to Kum Kam participate in the construction of his new capital city, 

Chiang Mai, in 1296. He needed large numbers of skilled artisans in order to 

embark on such a colossal enterprise. Third, Mangrai may have wanted to se

cure bronzesmiths to forge statues of the Buddha different to those from the 

Mon Kingdom of Hariphufijaya. Mon culture enjoyed high status, and after 

Mangrai conquered Lamphun, the centre of Hariphufijaya, in 1281, he un

doubtedly began to search for new cultural and religious symbols with which to 

publicize the grandeur of his new regime. The Mons of Hariphufijaya mostly 

sculptured Buddhist statues in stone, and we can hypothesize that by forging 

statues in bronze Mangrai was attempting to make a political statement; he was 

announcing that the centre of culture had shifted from vanquished Hariphufijaya 

to victorious Lanna. Even if we disregard this as unfounded speculation, there 

can be no denying that the acquisition of skilled metalworkers served as a means 

of consolidating Mangrai's regime, for why else would The Chiang Mai Chronicle 

record the requisitioning of craftsmen from Phukam-Ava in such detail. 

Second, on occasion rulers did invite artisans from outside their polities. 

According to The jengtung State Chronicle, in 1411 a crown prince erected Wat 

Chenglae "with artisans imported from the west [cis-Salween]".83) This occurred 

aproximately 120 years after King Mangrai had sent goldsmiths to Ceng Tung, 

and suggests a shortage of craftsmen there even in the 15th century. However, 

this source does not mention any artisans being invited from outside in 1430 

when this same prince had bricks fired for the battlements on the city walls. 

Judging from this information, we can conclude that Ceng Tung possessed suf-
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ficient craftsmen for its normal needs at this time, but relied on artisans from 
outside when undertaking large-scale construction works. Though the condi
tions under which rulers "invited" craftsmen remain unclear, we can still con
firm the use of methods other than warfare for their acquisition. 

These two cases testify that skill and technology figured as extremely impor
tant factors in the building and management of Tai polities. The renown 
episode of King Mangrai and the ruler of the South underline this point. The 
Chiang Mai Chronicle related that when the ruler of the South visited Lanna as a 
state guest, the wizard-like skills of the master craftsman, Kan Thom, astonished 
him so much that he exclaimed in public, "This domain's craftsmen are very 
clever; better than ours". This praise greatly delighted King Mangrai, and he 
promoted Kan Thom, originally a mere carpenter, to the position of ruler of 
Chiang Saen in recognition of his meritious service.84) Skill and technology 
functioned as a means of enhancing the prestige of polities abroad, and this gave 
rulers added incentive to retain talented workmen. 

(iv) The Organisation of Craftsmen under the Corvee System 

Having obtained craftsmen, rulers faced the problem of how to settle them 
within their polities, and their solution was to incorporate them into the regular 
system of social control. Tai rulers laid claim to all the land and manpower re
siding within their territories, and in return for the right to cultivate land, they 
demanded that freemen render corvee labour on public works and in military 
service. The Baiyi Zhuan written by two Chinese envoys who visited Mang Mao 
in 1396, wrote, "major and minor [officers] are all allocated territory from 
which they are allowed to levy corvee labour and taxes 7( 1J, ~ ~ 5t ±-&. , 1£ ~ 1t 
Hle'.:.",85) so we can be certain that Tai rulers regulated manpower by this system 
during the 14th century. 

Needless to say, rulers controlled craftsmen as well as peasants. In the 
Lanna polity, labour service by craftsmen appeared quite early. The Chiang Mai 
Chronicle recorded that when Saen Phu, the third King of the Chiang Mai dy
nasty, built Chiang Saen between 1327 to 1329, all the goldsmiths, silversmiths, 
drumsmiths, iron forges, distilleries, confectioners, charcoal-burners and so forth 
within his territory bore the obligation to put their produce and services at the 
disposal of the ruler. 86) Here I use the term craftsmen in the broad sense to des
ignate people who supplied rulers with specific services ( elephant mahouts, 
blacksmiths and so forth) and presented them with special products as tribute 
(fruit, pottery, lacquerware and so on). From 19th century reports we know that 
rulers in northern Burma often levied entire villages with this type of obliga
tion, 87) a fact which leads us to conclude that many craftsmen also engaged in 
agriculture. Even though we cannot be sure that all artisans in the Lanna polity 
were specialist, we do know that from the 14th century onwards they were all 
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subject to corvee service. Rulers managed their polities and at times, augment

ed their wealth by organising craftsmen in this way. 

(v) The Influence of Chinese Immigrants 

Judging from extant source materials, if Chinese immigrants did transfer 

technology to the Tai Cultural Area it must have occurred from the late 15th 

century for they had not begun to migrate there in large numbers before that 

date. 
Reports by officials of the Ming dynasty indicate that Chinese resided in 

the trading centres of the Shan States, in northern Burma, during the late 15th 

century. In a memorial submitted to the Hongzhi 51,.zfi emperor by Xie Chaoxuan 

~!tlj[A '§', the Investigating Censor dispatched to Yunnan as a Regional Inspector 

:iliHt¾l¥f ~~1!P 52., in the eight lunar month of 1499 (Hongzhi 5L?Fi 12) we find 

the following short passage:88) 

I have heard that Bhamo and other places lie where waterways and 

roadways meet, and that the utensils and things of the barbarian lands are 

all produced there. The prosperity of commerce exceeds that of other 

places ..... Also, many criminals on-the-run from Jiangxi, Yunnan and Dali 

go there. 
gi],fl If~~ ~JJ 1k ~_i ~ ;@Z :Im, ~ n ff ffl %x. § Jl:tl:B , ~ flJ z ~ ;;l={m n Jt, .... 
x.~rI~' ¾1¥J' j(JJl!;@~ZR~,!:!:z. 

The success of Bhamo as one of the distribution centres for commodities in 

Upper Burma attracted the criminal elements from China, but unlike the 16th 

century, we have no information as to how these immigrants made a living. 

During the second half of the 16th century Chinese gathered at Katha, a 

big trading centre known to the Chinese as Jiangtou Cheng rI~j~ or the city at 

the top of the river. Trade flourished there due to its' location at a strategic 

point for transportation on the Irrawaddy river. The Xinan Yi Fengtuji of 1584 

described the Chinese residing there in the following fashion: 89) 

Outside the city of Katha lies the Great Ming Market (Da Ming Jie) 

where there several ten thousand people from Fujian, Guangdong, Jiangxi, 

and Sichuan who engage in trade and crafts. In addition, several ten thou

sand have also been captured by the Three and Six Pacification Commissioners 

(sanxuan liuwei). 

rr~~~~*~m. oo, a, rr, ~~~. ~•~••· ®='§'~~--~~ 
Iii 

This text contains two important pieces of information. First, the Chinese 
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all lived outside the Walls of Katha, at a place called the Great Ming Market 
(Da Mingjie 7( ~ 1!r). The location of a Chinese quarter in the suburbs indi
cates a spatial division of residence along ethnic lines, and strongly suggests the 
existence of an ethnic division of skills and technology resembling that of Siam 
in the 19th century, where Chinese artisans only transmitted their techniques 
amongst themselves, and did not transfer them to local people. Second, the 
merchants and craftsmen in the Great Ming market all came from places in 
China where handicraft industries flourished during the 16th century. It seems 
reasonable to assume that immigrant craftsmen would practise the same trades 
abroad as they did at home. 

This source shows that a surprisingly large Chinese population resided in 
Upper Burma during the early 1580s. Apart from the "several ten thousand" in 
the Great Ming Market, another "several ten thousand" were held captive by 
what the text termed the sanxuan liuwei. As mentioned earlier, the Ming dy
nasty followed the traditional policy of appointing tribal chiefs ( and their tribal 
organisations), who acknowledged the supremacy of China, as rulers of their 
own peoples; the Ming court conferred ranked titles, and issued letters patent 
and seals as proof of the appointment. The sanxuan liuwei specifically refers to 
the three xuanfusi 1f~P] ofNandian 1¥fmJ, Ganyai -=fm and Longchuan ~i~JII, and 
the six xuanweisi 1f !tP] of Mengyang ~~, Mubang *l~ (Hsienwi), Miandian 
*® 1aJ (Toungoo dynasty Burma), Cheli ]jf £ (Sipsong Panna), Babai J\ B (Lan 
Na), and Laowo ~11 (Lan Sang). The titles xuanfusi and xuanweisi are usually 
both rendered into English as Pacification Commissions, and in this instance 
they refer to polities in the Tai Cultural Area. The passage from the Xinan Yi 
Fengtuji cited above indicates that these Tai polities allowed Chinese to stay in 
their domains, and suggests that the rulers had probably incorporated Chinese 
craftsmen into their corvee labour systems. We can hypothesize the existence 
of two types of Chinese immigrant craftsmen at this time; those concentrated 
near cities actively selling their products through marketing systems, and those 
residing in Tai polities who principally provided their goods and services to the 
rulers as tribute. 

The Xinan Yi Fengtuji wrote of the skills of artisans working in this area: 90) 

[They] use pottery, bronze and iron as utensils. [They] are extremely 
adept at collecting lacquer and decorating with gold. Their craftsmen are 
all [from] Guang[dong], and [the articles produced] are the same as those 
in China. Raw meat can be stored in lacquer utensils for several days with
out spoiling, and water kept in bronze containers will remain cool through
out the day. 91 ) 

River and sea vessels are the same as those of China. On the Pegu riv
er, Nan-da-bayin uses fifty sumptuous gilded dragon galleys with golden 
floral decorated thrones erected in the middle. The bayins (muba) all ride 

l 
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in wooden boats carved with the heads of elephants, fish, horses, ducks, 
and cocks, that are also decorated with gold and have their sides covered 
with extremely exquisite paintings. The boats of subordinates ( buyi) also 
resemble these, but are not decorated with gold. 

ffffl~~fflffi. t~*~•~- ~I~W~. ~~~~- ~ff~-~-B~~ 
~. mn~*~B~~- rr~~-~~~~- •~rr~ff~~mm~•R*E 
+n. ~~~~•~. §rem*W*~~•ffl. ~ffl. mffl, gffi, &ffl~m. 
l}j\wlJJ,,J~. !1111~•~-Jm. g:~~~f}l}j\~QZ, 1JI~J,,J~frl1-tl1. 

Though the author claims that utensils and boats were the same as those of 
China, and singles out people from Guangdong as excelling at lacquerwork, 
gilding and other crafts, we cannot interpret this to mean that all the craftsmen 
in Burma and the Tai Cultural Area came from China. As we have seen above, 
Burma boasted a wide range of craftsmen from the pre-13th century period. 
Here Chinese craftsmen probably did not aim to transfer advanced technology 
in order to produce new commodities for sale on consumer markets as in post 
16th century maritime Southeast Asia, rather they concentrated on providing 
the same services and goods to existing markets as indigenous artisans. Their 
reliance on the rulers of polities and the difficulty of transportation to distant 
markets dictated that migrant craftsmen adjust their production to suit local 
needs and tastes. In the long run, the arrival of artisans from China in great 
numbers provided the local people with more services and goods than before. 

The transfer of Chinese technology to Southeast Asia arose in conjunction 
with trading activities, but the merchants residing in the Great Ming Market did 
not enjoy the advantages of sea transportation, or access to large consumer 
markets as in other parts of Southeast Asia. This left them little opportunity to 
develop large scale production activities like export-orientated sugar manufac
ture undertaken by their compatriots injava, Sumatra and Siam. Furthermore, 
since the Tai Cultural Area could not depend on an uninterrupted supply of 
fresh artisans from China as in many parts of maritime Southeast Asia, the as
similation of immigrant Chinese craftsmen and their descendants into local so
ciety there proved inevitable in the long term. This must have forced the local
isation of skills and technology, and may even have generated new types of 
craftsmen. The slaughtering of the Chinese residents of the Great Ming Market 
by King Nan-da-bayin around 1582-83, as recorded in the Xinan Yi Fengtu Ji, 
certainly must have encouraged this trend. 92) 

In short, Chinese technology seems to have only played a very minor role 
in Tai Polity building between the 13th and 16th centuries. The architecture 
and metalwork derived from Mainland South-east Asia as did the written 
scripts, astronomy and other sciences. The only possible transfer from China of 
great significance could have been the Chinese plough and rice transplantation 
techniques. During the 13th and 14th centuries the hoe served as the common 
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tool of cultivation in the Tai Cultural Area, and the Chinese plough was intro
duced and used north of Mang Mit ifu:W probably from the 15th century at the 
earliest. But here again, viewed as a whole, Chinese influence did not attain 
predominance because cultivators south of Mang Mit mainly used harrows and 
seed broadcasting, both of which are Indian techniques. 93) 

Concluding Remarks 

In this article I have tried to draw attention to a number of factors that con
tributed to the rise and expansion of Tai polities apart from Buddhism. Both 
east and west of the Salween river Tai ethnic groups had already formed large 
polities by the 13th and 14th centuries, and their political ascendancy had be
gun to influence the polities of other ethnic groups. One strategy that they em
ployed to strenghthen their polities involved the acquisition of new material 
cultures to set them apart from the pre-13th and 14th century polities whether 
they be Tai, Mon-Khmer or Jingpo (Kachin). To create a new material culture 
Tai rulers had to actively seek skills and technology from the outside world. 
Some of this material culture was intimately connected with Buddhism. By 
erecting Buddhist temples and pagodas Tai rulers gave expression to their new 
found roles as Dharmaraja or "Guardians of the Law". Some of it served more 
mundane purposes; building city walls with bricks provided more permanent 
easily defendable structures, and control over metalworkers ensured constant 
supplies of weapons and agricultural tools. In their polity building scenarios, 
did Tai rulers first create a new material culture and then become Dharmaraja? 
Or did it occur in reverse order? It is impossible to answer this question at pre
sent, but whatever the case, there can be no doubt that the acquirement and or
ganisation of technology played an important role in polity building between 
the 13th and 16th centuries. 

In this regard I should like to emphasize the following three points. First, 
Tai rulers clearly regarded the acquisition of artisans as a method of creating a 
new culture base. Kings like Mangrai displayed great determination in procur
ing and organizing craftsmen. Second, they extracted goods and services 
through the corvee system. In many cases this policy led to concentrations of 
craftsmen with special skills, and promoted the formation of villages entirely 
devoted to metalwork, pottery, bamboo ware and so forth. This pattern of resi
dence ensured the continuity of artisan service over a long period of time; skills 
could be transmitted from one generation of villagers to the next. Sources from 
the 19th century indicate that craftsmen from places with high elevations in 
Yunnan visited the Tai Cultural Area every year during the dry season when 
the chances of contracting malaria and other diseases lessened. They travelled 
around the villages peddling their goods and services, but they do not seem to 
have been subject to corvee labour. We do not know whether such seasonal 
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craftsmen existed during the period from the 13th to 16th centuries. Third, 
craftsmen mainly derived from the ethnic groups dwelling in mainland South
east Asia, and the Chinese immigrants who were assimilated after the 15th cen
tury. In the 19th century, we find many cases of craft specialisation along ethnic 
lines, for instance Shan, Wa and Kachin were renown as blacksmiths, and Shan 
famous for their pottery. Most craftsmen practised agriculture as well as their 
own trades,94) a situation which probably had remained unchanged since the 
13th century at least. 

The late 16th century emerges as a major turning point in the history of 
the Tai Cultural Area. First, the Burmese conquest of the whole Area greatly re
stricted the autonomy of the Tai polities, though it did not eliminate them. 
Second, the Ming court disbanded the large Mon-Khmer polities west of the 
Salween river, an act which subsequently caused a contraction in the political 
influence of Mon-Khmers speakers. Third, the advantages of new rice cultiva
tion techniques came to be felt in the 16th century. The use of animal-drawn 
ploughs and harrows had gradually begun to spread and replace hoe cultiva
tion in montane basins from the 15th century95l. The diffusion of this kind of 
agriculture expanded the area of land under wet rice cultivation and increased 
the surplus of rice; this enabled montane basins to support greater populations 
than ever before. Enlarged numbers of subjects probably contributed to the 
strengthening of Tai polities from the 15th century onwards. This constituted a 
later addition to the new material culture complex, but was no less important 
than elements which appeared earlier because it increased the supply of man
power available to polities. The decline in the political power of Mon-Khmer 
speakers may have derived in part from their failure to switch from swidden 
agriculture using the hoe to wet rice cultivation with the plough. At any rate, 
the diffusion of these new agricultural techniques among the Tai formed the 
economic bases of their polities after the 17th century, and widened the gap in 
the production levels of wet rice cultivators and swidden agriculturalists, a phe
nomenon recorded by colonial administrators and travellers from the 19th cen
tury. 
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Relevance), pp. 135-158. 
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Society in the 14th Century". 
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